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ABSTRACT 

A series of enhancements are made to the standard finite difference time do

main (FDTD) approach which allow for new classes of problems to be modeled. 

These enhancements include material models for dispersive linear and nonlinear 

media, a new source formulation, which provides a means for driving an incident 

beam along a total field/scattered field boundary, and an efficient near to far field 

transform based on a Huygen's equivalent source reconstruction. The dispersive 

material improvements to the FDTD approach include the linear Lorentz, the non

linear Raman, and the instantaneous Kerr models. Incorporation of the Lorentz 

dispersion model allowed us to model scattering from good conductors such as the 

noble metals (Au, Ag, Cu) in the optical regime. Following its theoretical devel

opment, the modified FDTD method is applied to three classes of problems: the 

modeling of nonlinear corrugated optical wave guide beam steering and output 

coupling devices, the rigorous treatment of metallic thin film diffraction gratings, 

and the modeling of tracking signals produced by realistic optical data storage disk 

geometries. Comparisons with mode matching analytical results and experimental 

data for realistic structures validate these FDTD improvements. 
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Introduction 

While the discipline of electromagnetics has been around since the days of 

Maxwell, closed form solutions to field problems have remained difficult to ob

tain for non-canonical problems. Solutions to "real life" problems are often out 

of reach from an analytic stand point and require that a numerical technique be 

used in order to obtain a satisfactory answer. There is such a need for numerical 

techniques in electromagnetics that basic methods were in development even be

fore the computer age. Then, as computers improved and became more available, 

larger and more complicated simulations could be made in less time and with higher 

accuracy. 

The FDTD technique [1] is perhaps the simplest a.nd most efficient approach 

to modeling fields in complicated environments. With a modern computer, the 

FDTD approach can provide accurate results in a relatively short time and will 

model problems which cannot be modeled by any other means. By starting with 

the governing Maxwell's equations, one is taking a "first principles" approach to 

the underlying physics of a problem. This treatment gives a researcher more infor

mation about his problem than he could have obtained from another method. The 

FDTD technique is based on a simple concept; it solves physical models directly. 

It is straight forward and easy to implement, and it can be tailored to fit most 
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problems in electromagnetics wi~h equal effort. Thus, FDTD simulations can be 

set up in a short time as well. 

An area where one can take advantage of the FDTD method is in the design 

and modeling of diffractive optical elements. These devices are generally tiny com-

ponents that are constructed mostly of dielectric materials and are used to manip-

ulate the incident light in some fashion. They are often integrated; they contain 

sub-wavelength scale features; and their behavior is sensitive to the physical prop-

erties of the materials from which they are made. This is where FDTD shines: 

we can model complex structures and linear or nonlinear dispersive materials self-

consistently with the FDTD approach and, hence, can generate very realistic sim-

ulations of either linear or nonlinear optical effects that contain a more complete 

description of the physics. 

Diffractive optics is much too broad an area to be the focus of this dissertation. 

Thus, I have narrowed its scope, concentrating on the area of finite diffraction 

gratings and simulating their behavior in the time domain. The research into this 

area consists of six parts: 

1) Incorporating Lorentz materials into the standard FDTD approach through 
an equivalent polarization model 

2) Incorporation of third order nonlinear materials such as Raman and 
Kerr models into the dispersive medium FDTD approach 

3) Development of Gaussian beam FDTD sources, and near-to-far-field 
transforms 

4) FDTD modeling of nonlinear corrugated slab waveguides and a study 
of their application to nonlinear beam steering devices 



5) FDTD modeling of linear diffraction gratings and comparisons of these 
simulations with those generated by a TE and TM mode matching 
analysis 

6) FDTD simulations of tracking servo signals for an all optical data stor
age disk and their experimental validation 

15 

In Chapter 1 we introduce a model for linear dispersion that is readily incorpo-

rated into the FDTD scheme. The field/material intEraction is treated as an electric 

field in the presence of electric charges. This is analogous to a damped mechanical 

system based on weights, forces, and springs. Each unit cell of the FDTD mesh 

contains a mechanical oscillator that is coupled to the electric field within the mesh. 

Neighboring oscillators are coupled together through their own interactions with 

the electric field. This method can be applied to most linear isotropic materials, 

even when the actual physical mechanisms producing the dispersion are much dif-

ferent than the electron/spring description. The Lorentz parameters can be tailored 

to give any desired refractive index and group velocity at a single frequency. 

Chapter 2 discusses more exotic material properties than those presented in 

Chapter 1. Nonlinear materials and nonlinear extensions to linear material models 

are developed for the FDTD simulations. The discussion begins with the instan-

taneous Kerr intensity dependent refractive index model. This third order nonlin-

earity is common in glasses and accounts for many nonlinear effects. The FDTD 

implementation of the nonlinear Raman model is also presented. This is a time 

dependent model that is responsible primarily for Raman scattering. Finally, the 
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linear oscillator presented in Chapter 1 is modified to become an anharmonic oscil

lator by adding a third order term. Electric field/nonlinear material models can be 

solved exactly by an explicit technique or they can be solved less accurately, but 

more efficiently, by an implicit technique. 

To make FDTD more applicable to large classes of optical problems, a means 

to excite a beam source within the problem had to be developed. Moreover, a 

way to extract information about the far field from the local field information 

contained in the simulation also had to be developed. With the latter enhancement, 

the FDTD simulation can be truncated near the diffractive element, reducing the 

computational overhead. These enhancements of the standard FDTD approach are 

described in Chapter 3. 

In particular, an excitation scheme will be presented that produces in the FDTD 

mesh a Gaussian beam incident at arbitrary angles to a specified surface. This 

scheme segregates the mesh into total and scattered field regions, allowing the 

beam to propagate into the total field region while removing it entirely from the 

surrounding scattered field region. The advantage of this is that an optical detector 

in the far field would see only the scattered beam without any information about 

the source beam. Next, using the pure scattered field in this exterior region along 

one side of the mesh, and a vector Kirchhoff's approximation, we determine the 

field pattern many wavelengths away from the device. This hybrid approach is 
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computationally efficient, avoiding the need to define a simulation region encom

passing both the scatterer and the detector. To achieve this, the leading terms 

of the basic Huygens' field reconstruction are generated with a numerical Fourier 

transform. This near-field transform, combined with the total field/scattered field 

formulation for the source, makes the FDTD code efficient and compact, and allows 

fields to be modeled in very complex geometries. 

In Chapters 4 and 5 this hybrid technique is applied to several realistic geome

tries. Chapter 4 pertains to nonlinear corrugated slab waveguides in two dimensions 

and the efficiency of using FDTD to model them. The nonlinear devices treated 

there are more conceptual than physical, because the required X3 materials do not 

yet exist. However, these devices have been of considerable interest in integrated 

optics because of their potential applications as couplers, converters, filters, or beam 

steering devices of the Bragg type. To synthesize a useful device from a modeling 

approach, one must resort to a numerical modeling tool such as our hybrid FDTD 

approach that allows the dielectric waveguide or the corrugations themselves to 

be nonlinear materials; allows for arbitrary groove spacings and depths; allows for 

tapering of the corrugations; allows the teeth to be metallic; allows for single-cycle 

or multi-cycle pulses; and allows for either TE or TM polarizations. One rapidly 

realizes that the currently available analysis tools such as the beam propagation 

method (BPM) and the nonlinear Schrodinger (NLS) methods can not provide 

the desired results. The inadequacy of analytical approaches such as perturbation 
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techniques even in the general linear case has been recognized [2, 3]. The corru

gated waveguide devices that are simulated in Chapter 4 achieve high diffraction 

efficiencies by using metal teeth for the corrugations. Nonlinear properties of the 

materials in the waveguides cause steering in the output coupled beam in one case 

and influence the coupling between two adjacent waveguides in another. 

Interest in the corrugated waveguide problem follows from our desire to design 

wavelength-sized all-optical guided wave couplers and beam steerers. Expected 

conversion efficiencies from the guided mode energy to the radiated field energy have 

been observed in the linear cases and reproduce the results reported by McLeod and 

Hawkins [4]. The corresponding nonlinear waveguiding structures have presented 

us interesting challenges in their analysis and interpretation. Previous analyses 

[5,6, 7,8] of related waveguide corrugation problems dealt only with the nonlinear 

dielectric teeth case and have not considered the metallic teeth corrugations that 

we have. Moreover, unlike those studies, the present analysis does not deal with 

a pump-probe configuration. We are simply looking at the possibility of efficiently 

coupling out energy from the waveguide in a particular direction. 

The FDTD technique is useful for many related applications in the linear regime 

as well. In Chapter 5 we consider thin film surface gratings that are used to diffract 

a focused beam of light. In certain configurations, these devices are known to be 

very sensitive to the electrical properties of the materials [9], emphasizing the need 

to correctly and accurately model the materials in the simulations. This sensitivity 
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can cause substantial error in cases when the device contains metallic regions since 

some conductors in the optical regime can not be modeled correctly with the FDTD 

technique using the standard E, (7 algorithm. The Lorentz model is used in these 

simulations to achieve the optical properties of the highly conducting metallic layer. 

We have shown that these dispersive material models provide a new and more 

accurate way to treat problems that involve the interactions of time domain fields 

with very good, but non-perfect, conductors. 

The surface gratings modeled in this chapter are zeroth order gratings, meaning 

they are designed to produce only a single diffracted order. A source plane had to 

be employed that would produce an incident beam which could impinge normally 

or obliquely to the grating and focus to a chosen spot size. A split detector arrange

ment in the far zone is introduced to quantify the performance of the diffraction 

grating under different conditions by a single value, called the differential signal. 

These results are compared to calculations of scatterering by a grating using a mode 

matching approach. 

In Chapter 6 these techniques are used to model the tracking error servo signals 

of an optical data storage disk. An optical disk reader system uses a focused beam 

from a laser to 1) read information off the disk and 2) locate the position of the 

read head in relation to the disk. A split detector is located in the far zone of the 

scattered field. By detecting the asymmetry in the scattered beam, one determines 

whether or not the center of the beam's focal spot is centered properly on a groove. 
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By measuring the total power scattered from the disk as a function of beam position, 

one counts the tracks crossed by the beam as the read head is scanned across the 

disk. A number of validation cases are presented involving the FDTD technique and 

experimental results. Actual experimental data is provided by one of the sponsors 

of this research, a U.S. company involved in the manufacturing of optical disks. 

Response surfaces are generated with the FDTD technique that show the behavior 

of optical disks for variations in certain design parameters. 

In the conclusion I will discuss extensions to the hybrid 2-D FDTD technique 

that would be necessary to write an equivalent 3-D code. Following this, I will offer 

the reader a few suggestions on ways to continue this project in the future, em

phasizing the optical disk applications. As it turns out, the FDTD approach works 

extremely well for modeling optical storage disks in comparison to previous models 

put forward by the Japanese optical data storage industry [10, 11, 12, 13], and pre

vious models conceived by other researchers in the US. Because there are several 

recording formats for read/write optical disks (e.g., ablative recording, magneto

optical recording, phase-change media recording), optical data storage is still a 

struggling industry[14], with many companies competing for a technological edge. 

An accurate modeling approach, such as the modified FDTD approach presented 

here, is a valuable tool that will provide an optical disk manufacturer with the ca

pability to develop new disks in less time and for less money than its competitors. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Linear Media 

Material dispersion results from the electrical parameters being dependent on 

the electromagnetic field. For linear materials the dynamic relationship between E 

and is is governed by a differential equation in time. This is also called frequency 

dispersion. The most common approach to treating materials in an FDTD scheme 

is to assume that all material parameters are frequency independent. However, 

since materials always exhibit some degree of dispersion, fixing these parameters 

greatly limits the scope of problems that can be modeled realistically. In actual 

materials, when molecules are illuminated by an electromagnetic field they absorb 

and then reradiate some of the field energy according to linear and nonlinear electro

mechanical relationships. In most real cases these material/field interactions are not 

instantaneous and, thus, in the time domain, cause a distortion of the applied field. 

Since we know from experiments the way in which many different materials behave, 

we can incorporate this behavior in the time domain model to accurately treat 

materials which have linear and nonlinear properties associated with them, linearity 

being with respect to the impressed electromagnetic field, not to the frequency. 

Nonlinear dispersion will be addressed in more detail in the following chapter. 
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Taking a classical interpretation of field/material interactions, one could accu-

rately describe a sample of matter in terms of a decoupled collection of atomically 

bound electrons within a discrete volume. The electrons are unperturbed, neither 

absorbing nor giving up energy, until they get forced into oscillation by an incident 

electromagnetic field. Energy from the incident field is absorbed by the electrons 

and produces electronic vibrations in the material. When the charges are in a state 

of oscillation, they reradiate a field that is related to the absorbed field, but delayed 

in time. As the system reradiates, some of the absorbed energy gets returned to the 

field. This description provides the basis for a model that accounts for a dielectric 

constant and an associated loss term. The time dependence associated with the 

material response leads to material dispersion. 

Bound electrons may be described as a mechanical system of masses and springs 

that must obey physical acceleration and restoring force laws. The equation of 

motion for an electron of charge -e in an electric field E (r, t) is 

[
tPr dr 2"] E"(" ) m dt2 +1' dt +WOT = -e T,t (1.1) 

where l' is the phenomenological damping force. This mechanical system is cou-

pled to Maxwell's equations by virtue of the Lorentz force. For a field that varies 

harmonically in time at the angular frequency w, the polarization contributed by a 

volume of electrons is 
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~ ~ ~e2~ 
p= -Ner= . 

m (w~ - w2 + iW"Y) 
(1.2) 

Solutions to the coupled system of equations corresponding to Maxwell's equa-

tions and the Lorentz dispersion equation 1.2 in the time domain have been pro-

posed in both recursive convolution forms [15] and direct differential solution forms 

for the governing equation [16]. The convolution integral approach treats the equiv

alent convolution form of the constitutive relation that relates jj to ~ as a cumula-

tive sum that is updated at each time step and is used to couple together Maxwell's 

curl equations. One form of the differential approach [17] derives a second order 

differential equation which relates the displacement vector jj to the electric field ~ 

and is solved simultaneously with Maxwell's equations at each time step. We have 

applied a variation of the differential method to solving the second order Lorentz 

dispersion equation because it is an easier method to modify for the case where 

additional terms are added to the equation. This is necessary when dealing with 

nonlinear materials. The recursive convolution method is not easily applied outside 

the linear regime, and the second order differential method is more costly in terms 

of computational overhead. We have modified the standard differential method so 

that it requires the same amount of computer overhead as the convolution method; 

it has proven to be reliable in our validation studies. We also have found our ap-

proach advantageous because it allows us to treat directly the polarization P, which 

is the source of the medium properties. Moreover, by emphasizing the behavior of 
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the polarization vector, we have been able to take advantage of many models de-

veloped by the optics community to describe the behavior of waves in linear and 

nonlinear media [17]. 

The direct differential method solves the electric field E, the polarization P, 

and the time derivative of the polarization j as three simultaneous equations. In 

this case E is driven by the time derivative of P. Our method is similar in that we 

solve the polarization and the time derivative of the polarization as separate first 

order equations. The difference is that we apply the standard central differencing 

philosophy to P and j and update these fields in a leapfrog manner. 

For most applications a linear isotropic material can be characterized electro-

magnetically using only its refractive index. Values for the complex refractive index 

for many materials at optical frequencies have been me=\sured and tabulated in the 

CRC Laser Handbook [18]. A frequency domain Lorentz dispersion model can be 

designed to give the correct refractive index for any material at a single angular 

frequency w. The refractive index associated with the Lorentz model, nL(w), has 

the form 

Xow~ foo 
2 2 ·r +-. 

Wo -w +1 w fa 
(1.3) 

This model contains the 4 Lorentz parameters (Xo, €co, Wo, r) which are adjusted 

to produce a desired refractive index in a homogeneous material region such as 

in each individual FDTD cell. The instantaneous permittivity, foo = fa (1 + Xoo), 
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governs the response of the medium for frequencies far above the resonant frequency. 

This parameter encompasses all the responses of the medium that are too high in 

frequency to be resolved using the FDTD approach. At t = 0 a signal sees a medium 

with this permittivity. The low frequency to DC response of the polarization to 

the electric field is accounted for by Xo. The resonant frequency and damping 

coefficient for the model are respectively Wo and r. The total complex permittivity, 

fR, is related to the real, nr , and imaginary, ni, parts of the refractive index by 

fR (w) = fr - jfi = nl (w) = (n~ - nn - 2j nr ni. Since the refractive index alone 

is sufficient to characterize most materials, the other parameters do not need to be 

related to the material physically in order for the model to work well at the chosen 

frequency. We note that this Lorentz dispersion model contains the standard Drude 

model for metals as a limiting case. The Drude model is obtained by taking the 

limit w ~ Wo and introducing the plasma freql~ency w: = xo w~, and the collision 

frequency lie = r /27('. 

For any given simulation, one simply specifies the refractive indices and the 

frequency needed, calculates the permittivities of the materials, chooses reasonable 

DC and high frequency responses XO and foo, and then solves for Wo and r. These 

equations are 

Wo - (1.4) 
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r _ "" XoEi 
(~ - foo)2 + ~ - XO (E,. - Eoo)· 

(1.5) 

The parameters Eoo and Xo are chosen so that no large discontinuities exist between 

adjacent materials at very low and very high frequencies. Such discontinuities can 

give rise to unrealistic reflections. Note that both the ~ > 0 and ~ < 0 regimes 

are realizable in the above equations but negative permittivities can only occur 

for frequencies above the resonance (""5 - ",,2 < 0). The dispersive aspects of the 

material can be modeled with the Lorentz equation if, in addition to the value of the 

complex refractive index at a specific frequency, the first derivative is also known. 

In this case all 4 parameters would be used to match the refractive index value and 

its first derivative. The model would then provide the correct first order frequency 

response of the metal (i.e., the group velocity). Higher order responses can be 

obtained by creatively combining multiple Lorentz dispersion curves. The cases 

studied here are strictly monochromatic and thus require only the basic refractive 

index model. 

We have numerically constructed solutions to the multi-dimensional, full-wave, 

vector Maxwell's equations describing the interaction of monochromatic beams with 

a dispersive material having a finite response time. These numerical solutions have 

been obtained [19] in two space dimensions and time with a two dimensional finite 

difference time domain (2D-FDTD) method which combines a generalization of a 

standard, FDTD, full-wave, vector, linear Maxwell's equations solver with a Lorentz 
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linear dispersion model. In particular, we are solving in a self-consistent manner 

the system of equations: 

1 ---VxE 
Po 

(1.6) 

1 - 1 a -L -VxH---P 
Eoo Eoo at (1.7) 

[Maxwell's curl equations] 

(1.8) 

[Lorentz Model] 

where pL is the polarization generated by the Lorentz model and does not contain 

.. .. ---L ....L 
the instantaneous permittivity, i.e., Ptota/ = (Eoo - Eo) E + P = Eo XOO E + P . We 

again note that the l)rude model of a metal would be obtained if we identify the 

current j = at pL; assume that the w~ pL term in 1.8 were negligible in comparison 

to the time derivative terms; and introduce the plasma frequency w~ = Xo w~ and 

the collision frequency lie = r /21r. 

In two dimensions, x and z, Maxwell's equations decouple into two polarization 

sets, the TM set: Er Hy Ez (p; Pf), and the TE set: Hr Ey Hz (Pi) Each field 

set can be modeled independently of the other. Maxwell's equations are rendered 

in discrete form and solved on a square mesh in a stepwise manner. Nodes for 

the electric and magnetic fields are staggered in space and time. The second order 
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Lorentz model is solved as a sequence of first order equations for the polarization 

(bound) current j in parallel with Maxwell's equations. 

a - - "'5 ( - -L) 
at J +rJ = foXoE- P (1.9) 

a -L j -P -at 
(1.10) 

The equations for i, pL, and E can be solved as a system of three simultaneous 

equations with all three components located at the same time-step and spatial node 

[16]. However, we have staggered in time the solution for j and the solutions for E 

and pL by a half time step. There are two advantages to this separation approach; 

back storage of the polarization at each node is not required when solving first 

order equations and the medium equations are solved on the same mesh as the 

fields, with P and j staggered in time. Equations 1.9 and 1.10 are now solved 

in the same stepwise manner as E and jj are. The FDTD stencil containing the 

electric, magnetic and Lorentz vector components is depicted in Figure 1.1. 

The polarization pL, the polarization current i, and the material parameters 

are considered to be volume quantities and are treated as being uniform over each 

cell, hence, are evaluated at the cell center. The nodes corresponding to electric and 

magnetic field components that are parallel to the plane of the mesh are located at 

the centers of the edges of the cells. The out-of-plane, transverse field component 

nodes are located at the centers of the cells. The boundary conditions for the 
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Ez 

PX,Jx 

Ex 
PZ,Jz 

£00 

Figure 1.1: The FDTD stencil for TM fields. Nodes for the y field components 
are located at the cell center and the x and z field components are located at the 
edges of the FDTD cell. Vectors is and j are considered volume quantities and 
hence their nodes are located at the centers of the cells also. The fields E and is 
are staggered in time from ii and i 
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tangential electric fields are now automatically satisfied for the T E mode set since 

the material boundaries lie on the edges of the cells of the basic stencil and the EJI 

update equation is solved at the center of the stencil. On the other hand, in keeping 

with the premise that the discrete Maxwell's equations are centrally located, i.e., 

that all finite differences and finite averages are balanced around the same point in 

spacetime, an integral form of Maxwell's equations indicates that we must spatially 

average j and foe across adjacent cell boundaries where electric field nodes lie in 

order to fulfill the electric field boundary conditions in the T M case. 

Incorporating the Lorentz model for materials into the FDTD approach has its 

advantages, both for the case of a single frequency simulation and for the case 

of a pulse excitation. At a single frequency, some materials have complex refrac

tive indexes with imaginary components that are close to or larger than their real 

components. The permittivity derived from such a quantity will contain a high 

imaginary part and a real part that is less than Eo, possibly a negative value. A 

negative permittivity generates a change in sign in the electric fields across a nu

merical interface between positive and negative permittivity media. When this 

happens, the numerical solution for the ii field on the interface tends to grow, cor

rupting the simulation badly. The Lorentz model treats the minus sign as a 1r shift 

in phase (ej 1l'). In other words, the negative permittivity material is reradiating 

very strongly, but since its response is a half cycle delayed from the incident wave, 

destructive interference results. A standing wave is generated in one direction and 
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sharp attenuation occurs in the other direction. This is the mechanism which pro

duces the desired loss specified by the imaginary component of f (w). This physical 

treatment also furnishes the numerics with a source of natural viscosity that keeps 

the solution stable. 
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Nonlinear Media 
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With the high intensity optical sources that are available these days, researchers 

are becoming increasingly interested in the nonlinear properties of materials. All 

materials have some degree of nonlinearity associated with them, however, the 

nonlinear effects are so slight that they are eclipsed by linear effects until the 

intensity of the incident light reaches a very high level. As soon as this happens, a 

whole new set of field/material interactions come into play. This opens the door on 

the different types of materials and the nonlinear properties associated with them 

that can be modeled using the FDTD approach. We have singled out nonlinearities 

that are third-order, that is, material responses which depend on the quantity IEI2, 

as the focus of our study. In particular, we have produced models for instantaneous 

Kerr and dispersive Raman nonlinearities. 

These models treat the linear and nonlinear electromagnetic properties of ma

terials simultaneously. We have modified our numerical solutions to the multi

dimensional, full-wave, vector Maxwell's equations to describe the interaction of 

ultrafast, pulsed beams with a dispersive, nonlinear material having a finite re

sponse time. These numerical solutions have been obtained [19, 20, 21, 22] in 
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two space dimensions and time with a nonlinear finite difference time domain (NL-

FDTD) method which combines a generalization of our standard, FDTD, full-wave, 

vector, linearly dispersive Maxwell's equations solver with a nonlinear (thermal) 

Raman model and an instantaneous Kerr model. In particular, we can solve in a 

self-consistent manner the system of equations: 

a .. ... 
at [Po H] = -VxE (2.1) 

a .. .. a .. 
at [fO E] = VxH--P at (2.2) 

[Maxwell curl equations] 

(2.3) 

[Lorentz Model] 

(2.4) 

[Raman Model] 

where the polarization P = pL + pNL is composed of the linear contribution pL 

and the nonlinear contributions 

(2.5) 

xKerr being the instantaneous Kerr susceptibility. The dynamic nonlinear suscep-

tibility XNL encompasses all of the retarded nonlinear effects. We note that by 
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making WR very large we obtain the nonlinear Debye expression for the susceptibil

ity. The nonlinearities are treated as thermal rather than electronic for simplicity. 

Goorjian and his coworkers [23, 24, 25] have also developed a similar capability 

to model pulse propagation under the influence of linear and nonlinear dispersive, 

linear and nonlinear diffractive, and time retardation effects in the medium. 

By coupling the linear and nonlinear dispersion models together simultaneously, 

as well as using the natural boundary conditions arising from dielectric disconti

nuities, we have the ability to design all-optical components which use ultrafast 

pulses. The NL-FDTD approach can readily handle complex, realistic structures. 

This allows a thorough investigation of the wave propagation in the presence of 

complicated scatterers built into nonlinear structures. In contrast to standard ap

proaches such as the beam propagation method, the NL-FDTD approach allows one 

to study the effects of the reflected and longitudinal field components, which become 

significant when complex scatterers or nonlinearities are present, and the nonlin

ear coupling between the longitudinal and transverse components, which becomes 

significant depending on the polarization of the fields. For the straightforward ID 

or 2D waveguide structures treated in References [23, 24, 25], the full-wave, vector 

Maxwell results recover those expected from NLS studies [26]. The NL-FDTD tech

nique is, however, more potent than the NLS method; it can be applied to much 

more complex situations and can provide new information not obtainable with the 

standard linear-nonlinear modeling methods. 
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The NL-FDTD approach can handle single-cycle cases as readily as multiple

cycle cases having an intrinsic carrier wave. Since most current optical systems 

deal directly with a carrier-wave type signal, the NL-FDTD approach was used to 

simulate the propagation and scattering effects associated with those signals. It can 

also simulate the behaviors of single-cycle optical devices and systems as shown in 

Reference [20]. The single cycle results represent behaviors that should be observed 

with optical systems currently under investigation and those being developed for 

future studies by the international optics community. However, in either case, the 

full pulse is modeled with the NL-FDTD approach rather than only the envelope of 

the carrier wave, as it is with the NLS models. The increase in computational costs 

associated with the NL-FDTD approach over the NLS models is warranted by the 

corresponding increase in phase and vector information maintained by the former 

and generally ignored or included only in an approximate sense in the latter. The 

NL-FDTD approach handles the corrugations directly without any of the standard 

assumptions which are necessitated by the BPM or NLS methods. This enhanced 

modeling capability of the NL-FDTD approach allows one to model and distinguish 

the effects that arise in both the single- and multiple-cycle TE and TM polarization 

cases. 

In order to solve the NL-FDTD equation set we must design an appropriate 

stencil on which to discretize space and time. This stencil is the same as the one 

shown in Figure 1.1. We then apply the central differencing philosophy to 2.1 
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through 2.3 and obtain the NL-FDTD equations in a discrete form which can 

be solved iteratively on the stencil. The nonlinear Raman model is written as a 

sequence of two first order equations in the same manner as the Lorentz dispersion 

model. This is facilitated by a nonlinear conductivity term, q NL' defined as 

(2.6) 

which then allows us to reduce the Raman equation to the following first order 

equation 

(2.7) 

The nonlinear terms q NL and XNL are treated as volume quantities in the FDTD 

mesh, and are updated at the same time as ii and E, respectively. The numerical 

representation of the Raman nonlinear susceptibility for a TE polarized wave is 

x~~+l) (j, k) = x~l (j, k) + ~t 0'~~+l/2) (j, k) (2.9) 

where the coefficients A and B are given by the expressions 
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(2.10) 

Solving for the electric field 2.2 in the presence of an instantaneous nonlinear-

ity 2.5 requires that pNL be differentiated in time 

(2.11) 

The result implies a polarization source term that is intensity dependent. Because 

of the quadratic term in this expression we have no way of getting the exact solution 

by solving 2.2 explicitly. However, it is a sufficient approximation to calculate this 

term using the electric field values from the previous time step. The numerical 

expression for the electric field in the TE case then becomes 

A . E!n+1) (j, k) = B. E!n) (j, k) + ~ [H~n+1/2) (j, k + 1) - H!n+1/2) (j, k) 

H!n+1/2) (j + 1, k) + H!n+1/2) (j, k)] 

J(n+1/2) (j, k) (2.12) 

where the coefficients A and B are related to the fields by 

A -
( <0 [1+ 3XKm IEI2] IT N£ ) 

~t + 2 

B -
( <0 [1+ 3XK~ IEI2]_ IT N£ ) 

~t 2· 
(2.13) 
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Both A and B are dependent on electric field values that are artificially retarded in 

time by a whole time step. This means that the electric field values themselves are 

updated with parameters that depend only on the fields derived during the previous 

time step. However, by allowing these parameters to lag behind the electric field 

we have maintained the explicit nature of the FDTD solver. 

An alternative approach is to solve the nonlinear differencing equations by a 

semi-implicit scheme. In this approach, the electric field is initially updated with 

coefficients calculated from the previous time step. The electric field update is then 

repeated using a new set of coefficients that are derived using both the previous 

and the current value of the electric field. 

(2.14) 

The second time the field E~n+1) (j, k) is generated, the central location in time 

where the equation is solved is more evenly spaced between the E-field planes. 

New values for A and B are calculated from 2.14 and the process repeats until the 

difference between consecutive recalculated electric fields becomes less than a spec-

ified threshold value. For the problems considered here, the number of iterations 

was approximately 4 in regions of high field intensity and 2 in regions of lower field 

intensity. For the nonlinear regimes in which we ran our numerical simulations, we 
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observed no significant differences between the solutions based on the semi-implicit 

scheme and solutions based on the explicit scheme other than the semi-implicit 

scheme takes more time to complete a simulation. We therefore conducted the 

majority of our nonlinear simulations using the explicit scheme. 
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For the class of problems we model, it is often necessary to excite the FDTD 

mesh with a source that emulates an incident beam of light. Components in an 

optical system may be illuminated by remote sources, originating far away from the 

interaction region. They are, therefore, usually impossible to include within the 

simulation space. We can, however, construct an equivalent source much nearer 

to the problem and make our simulation more compact. Another consideration 

we need to make is that the signals generated by the system may be measured by 

detectors also located far from the interaction region. Transform techniques similar 

to those that are used to obtain an arbitrary incident beam also allow us to project 

the scattered field, once it is obtained, to regions far outside the mesh where a 

hypothetical detector has been placed. Obviously, a smaller mesh runs faster on 

the computer and requires less computational overhead. Moreover, because these 

steps allow us to truncate the boundary much closer to the scattering object, we 

can optimize the code for speed while increasing our accuracy by using a finer 

discretization on the interaction region containing the actual device that we are 

modeling. 
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3.1 Beam Source 

The FDTD mesh is divided into two regions by a rectangular boundary which 

we call the total field/scattered field boundary. This configuration is shown in 

Figure 3.1. The interior region contains all the inhomogeneous materials involved 

in the problem and the total electromagnetic field (Le. incident plus scattered 

fields, [E, ii] = [E, ii]. + [E,O] ). The source is excited on this boundary 
total Inc .cat 

in such a way that that the incident field is allowed to propagate only into the 

interior region and is negated from the exterior region. The exterior region is a 

small space, about 6 cells wide, between the total field/scattered field boundary and 

the exterior boundary of the simulation region on which the absorbing boundary 

condition (ABC) is specified. This region is assumed to be a homogeneous loss-free 

space which extends to infinity outside the mesh. Fields scattered from within the 

interior region of the mesh propagate freely across the total field/scattered field 

boundary. However, since the incident beam is absent from the exterior region, the 

exterior region contains only the scattered field. A sampling plane is defined within 

the scattered field region to measure the time domain scattered fields in the near 

field of the structure. 

The simulation may be excited by a beam source once the vector field solution for 

a non-back-propagating beam is known exactly along the total field/scattered field 

boundary. The following formulation treats a three dimensional monochromatic 
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Figure 3.1: The mesh is subdivided into two regions; a total field region encom
passing the total field and the geometry, and a scattered field region in which the 
incident field is absent. In the scattered field region the mesh is truncated by a 
second order Miir condition to reduce unwanted reflections. 
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beam but it can be reduced to a two dimensional treatment for our applications. 

To generate this solution, we must first obtain the pattern for the incident beam 

in a plane transverse to the beam propagation axis. The best starting point is to 

model the focal plane because the fields are simply specified by their transverse 

components there. Fields in the focal plane must be obtained either by direct 

measurement from an experimental setup or by extrapolation based on the type 

of source and the auxiliary optics involved. Generally, the beam will have a cross

section that is close to Gaussian with a certain 1/ e2 intensity waist size woo As 

an intermediate step, we use the equivalence principle to obtain an electric current 

sheet J: in the focal plane corresponding to the ii field there. The current i. can 

then be used to generate the beam beyond the focal plane. In the end, however, we 

actually only need the magnetic field that we knew or assumed to exist in the focal 

plane originally. The free space transform projects the fields from the source plane 

onto the driving planes in the mesh. It is required by the Equivalence principle 

that both fields be driven to specify completely the correct incident beam field 

and maintain the total field/scattered field boundary. For the general case, four 

projections are required, one for each transverse field component along the source 

planes. Note that when the focal spot location corresponds to a side of the total 

field/scattered field boundary, only one field projection is required because the the 

planes containing transverse E and jj fields are staggered by a half cell. 
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Our back-propagation technique uses the Fourier transform to decompose the 

fields generated by i. into a series of discrete planewaves, each of which is propa-

gated independently backward from the source or focal plane to the driving planes. 

Fields in the spatial domain are derived from fields in the Fourier domain with the 

inverse Fourier transform after they have been back-propagated a specified distance 

along the beam axis~ For the back-propagation of a three dimensional beam we 

shall define and use the following two dimensional transform pair 

00 

F(kz,kJl) - ii F(x,y) e;iksze;ikJlJldxdy (3.1) 
-00 

(3.2) 

The source must be monochromatic, for our treatment to be correct. If it is not 

monochromatic then we can not use leo or w in the derivation of the source bound-

aries. We would instead have to keep the time derivatives in the wave equation 

and use a three dimensional transform on x, y, and t (kz, kJl , and w). To avoid 

this additional complexity, we assume that the driving term is purely sinusoidal in 

time. 

The time harmonic wave equations for the E and ii fields are expressed in the 

following form which includes the artificial source term i. 

yo x yo x E - k~E - -jwp.oi. (3.3) 
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v x V x ii - k~ii - v x 1.. (3.4) 

Applying the Fourier transform 3.1 to both sides of 3.3 and 3.4, we obtain the 

corresponding transform domain relations. This process is facilitated by recognizing 

that we can make the following substitution 

(3.5) 

where kT is defined as kT = kzx + k!JY. The resulting transform domain field 

equations can be then be manipulated algebraically. The result is 

[( -jkT) . (-jkT) + ::2] E + k~E = jWJloJ 

+ (-jkT+Z!) [(-jkT+Z!) .E] (3.6) 

[ ( - j kT) . (-j kT) + ::2] H + k~H = - ( - j kT + Z :z) x J 

+ (-jkT+Z!) [(-jkT+Z!) .n]. (3.7) 

~ 

The term involving E on the right hand side of 3.6 must be replaced with a term 
~ 

involving i 6 • The substitution is made using the transform domain versions of the 

Continuity equation and Coulomb's law: 

v.j+jwp - 0 



v·ij - p 

(-ikT+Z:Z) 'fE - p 

-
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Continuity equation 

Coulomb's law 

The term involving H on the right hand side of 3.7 is removed by using the trans-

form domain version of Gauss' law: 

V·B - 0 

( - i kT + Z ~) . poR - 0 Gauss'law 

The transformed wave equations can now be written in the following forms: 

::,hd: - jwpo [1. _ ~ (~.1.)] 
::2H + k~R = (ikT -Z :z) x 1. 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

where k:: is defined as kz = Jk~ - k; - k;; Im{k::} > O. We now have a boundary 

value problem in z with support at the point z = z' = O. The Green '8 function 

G(z, z') appropriate to 3.8 and 3.9, namely the function that satisfies the equation 

82 

8z2G(z,z') + k~G(z,z') = -6(z - z') (3.10) 
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and is consistent with the transform pair 3.1 and 3.2, is given by the equation 

e-jk.l(z-z')1 

G(Z, Z') = 2jkz . (3.11) 

The solution to these two equations is a planewave in reciprocal space, or a super-

position of planewaves in real space. 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

The fields in x, y, z space can be obtained from the inverse transform 3.2 of 3.12 

and 3.13. 

For our purposes it is much more desirable to have the source equations in 

terms of the actual incident fields in the focal plane rather than the corresponding 

equivalent surface currents. In the derivation of 3.12 and 3.13 we chose to use an 

electric current sheet, ~. The magnetic field, therefore, can be used as the source 

field. However, we could have based the derivation on the presence of a magnetic 

current sheet, M8 , with equal validity, in which case the electric field would be used 
... 

as the source field. The field jJi is generated in the z < 0 half-space by a current 

source located on a focal plane in the i, fI plane at z = O. Equivalently, we could 

say that the current is caused by a +z propagating field incident from z < O. In 
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this condition, the equivalent source current is specified in terms of the incident 

magnetic field by the relation 

(3.14) 

This leads to the following version of 3.12 and 3.13, which emphasizes the sources 

of the fields in the focal region z = 0: 

LH (kz, ky, z) = -2 [(ikT + jk= sign(z)z) x (z X Hi) ]=::0 (3.16) 

The operator L is defined as ::2 + k~ . The individual vector components of the 
~ ~ 

E and H fields can be obtained from 3.15 and 3.16. In rectangular coordinates, 

LEz = ()Ez (3.17) 

LE1I - ()E
II 

(3.18) 

LHz - ()Hz (3.19) 

LHy = ()H
II 

(3.20) 

LHz - ()H. (3.21) 

where the ()i (i denoting the field components) terms are restricted to the z = 0 

plane. These terms represent the driving functions for equations 3.17 through 3.21 
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~ 

and are expressed below in terms of the components at z = 0 of Hi incident from 

z <0. 

~Ez 
-2 [ 2 - 0 2 - 0 - 0] (3.22) - -. - koH; - kzH; + kzkJlH! 

JWf. 

~EJI 
2 [2 -0 2 -0 - 0] (3.23) - -. - koH! - kJlH! + kzk,H; 

JWf. 

~Hz - -2jkzH! (3.24) 

~HJI - -2jkzH~ (3.25) 

~H,. - -2jkzH~ - 2jk!lH~ (3.26) 

This formulation is for a beam which is transverse electric to z (TEz ). The corre-

sponding result for a transverse magnetic to z (TMz ) beam follows from duality. 

The general procedure for back-propagating the fields from the focal plane of the 

beam a distance Zo back along the propagation axis (z < 0) using the Fourier 

transform is represented by the expression 

(3.27) 

The projected fields q, i lie in a plane that is perpendicular to the beam propagation 

axis at a distance Zo from the focal plane. At the intersection between this plane 

and nodes of the two field component planes comprising the scattered field/total 

field boundary, q, i will provide the driving term that will be used to excite the 

incident beam field in the FDTD simulation. For the case where the beam is not 
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normally incident to one of the source planes, equation 3.27 must be used repeatedly 

to realize the entire source boundary. 

We now digress from the formal analytical derivation to the numerical represen

tation of the solution to 3.3 and 3.4 in only two dimensions, x and z. The math 

simplifies because the fields decouple into two mode sets, TE (TEz : Hz, E,,, and 

Hz) and TM (TMz: E~, H,I , and Ez). The incident beam may have an arbitrary 

cross section, but for the cases modeled here we have restricted it to a two dimen

sional Gaussian cross-section beam. The transverse electric field amplitude in the 

focal plane of a two dimensional Po = 1 watt/m TE Gaussian beam is given by the 

expression 

(3.28) 

The primed coordinates are shown in Figure 3.1 and are oriented relative to a 

Z' directed beam, focused at the primed origin (x', z') = (0,0). The unprimed 

coordinates are obtained from the mapping 

x = x' cos Oi - z' sin (Ji 
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where (Ji is the angle of incidence of the beam. We require the incident beam to 

be transverse to, and focused on, the plane (z' = 0). The transverse fields in the 

transform domain may be simply written 

where 

WJlo 
TJz = kz 

(3.29) 

(3.30) 

(3.31 ) 

The desired incident beam is achieved by using the one dimensional Fourier trans-

form to back-propagate the complex field structure from the focal region to the 

source boundary. In particular, the source is characterized by the 1/e2 intensity 

radius, wo, of the beam transverse to the beam axis at the focus, the angle of 

incidence, 6i , and the period, To, of the time harmonic oscillator. The driving func-

tions 3.23, 3.24, and 3.26 in terms of the incident field components reduce in the 

two dimensional case (ky = 0) with 3.29 and 3.30 to 

CPEI/ = 2j kz Eo (3.32) 

CPHz = 2jkz (!:) (3.33) 
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C) = 2·k (kzEO) Hz J z k 
z TJz 

(3.34) 

where Eo (kz, 0) is the Fourier transform of the electric field in the focal spot of the 

beam calculated in a plane transverse to its direction of propagation. The aperture 

distribution functions WHz (x, z) and WE. (x, z), which represent a beam in the X, z 

plane incident at the angle (Ji with respect to the z direction of the mesh, are then 

generated from 3.27. They are 

(3.35) 

WHz(X,Z) - WHzcos«(Ji)-WHzsin«(Ji) 

- 100 

Eo (kz, 0) [~cos «(Ji) - kz sin «(Ji)] 
-00 WjJ.o WjJ.o 

x exp [j (kzx + kzz)] ~; (3.36) 

where Wi is the projected field in the primed coordinates. These expressions are 

solved numerically via the FFT method and are evaluated as 

wk~ (x = nc, z) = ~ FFT-1
{ FFT[Eo (x', 0)] exp [j kz z] } 

W~~(x=nc,z) = ~FFT-l{FFT[Eo(x"O)] exp[jkzz] 

x [kz cos «(Ji) - kz sin «(JdJ} 

(3.37) 

(3.38) 
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After the source is turned on, it is allowed to run for the duration of the simu

lation, which is typica.lly chosen to be long enough for several cycles to scatter off 

the object and reach the truncation boundary. The discrete-in-time incident fields, 

for example, for aTE CW source are given by the expressions: 

and 

E;ne (x, zo, t) = Im{ \IIEJI (x, zo) exp [j~: (i + 1/2) ~t]} 

where i labels the i-th time step ~ t in the simulation. 

(3.39) 

(3.40) 

The TAl source plane aperture distribution functions are generated by applying 

duality and exchanging the transverse electric field in the beam spot, Eo (x', 0), 

with the transverse magnetic field, Ho (x', 0). 

The E and the jj nodes must lie on different time planes within the staggered 

mesh that is standard in FDTD. Thus, the source boundary must be derived on two 

separate tangential lines, one for the electric field and the other for the magnetic 

field. These planes are located a half cell apart. The incident fields are then 

introduced into the Maxwell's equations at the scattered field/total field boundary 

through the equivalent electric and magnetic current terms, i.OUf'ce = n x jjine and 

Maouf'ce = -n x Eine where n is the inward pointing normal to that boundary. If one 

specifies zero incident fields in the scattered field region, these currents will generate 

a beam that propagates into the total field side of the boundary. Because of perfect 
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destructive interference, none of the incident energy propagates into the scattered 

field side of the boundary. This scattered field/total field boundary technique, in its 

usual form, is a standard FDTD approach to initiating modal or plane wave fields in 

the simulation region; it has been used, respectively, in a variety of waveguide [27] 

and scattering [28] problems. Our present approach represents an enhancement 

of this scheme because, with the additional planewave decomposition and back-

propagation steps, we are able to launch into the simulation region a beam with 

any cross section that we specify. 

Maxwell's equations 1.1 and 1.2 are rewritten as follows to include the equivalent 

current source contributions at the source boundary locations: 

a --H = at 
a -at E -

1 - 1 --- v x E - - M.ource 
po po 

1 - 1 a -L 1--v x H - - -p - -Jllource , 
foo foo at foo 

(3.41) 

(3.42) 

the sources being present in the total field region and absent in the scattered field 

region. To produce these equivalent sources at the source boundary we add to the 

electric and magnetic field components the discrete expressions for the electric and 

magnetic currents. 

H·cc.t (x z ) z ,. 

Etotal (x Z ) 11 ,. 

= ntotal ( ) At !;>inc ( ) Dz X,Z. - ~ L" X,Z. 
o Po 
At . 

= E;cat (X,Z.) - -c- H!nc (X,Z.) 
ofoo 

(3.43) 

(3.44) 
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The minimum spot size that may be modeled using this method is limited numer

ically. If one specifies a waist, Wo, that is far below one wavelength, the FDTD 

simulator will generate a beam that has a larger waist than the one specified. Oth

erwise, the FDTD simulator successfully reproduces the specified beam. For all the 

applications treated in this research, the actual focal spot was always large enough 

that the numerical limit on the minimum spot size never became an issue. 

Since the scattered field does not interact with the current sources, the scattered 

radiation propagates normally across the source boundary, i.e., the source boundary 

is transparent to any scattered fields. Moreover, the FDTD algorithm naturally 

generates the correct longitudinal field components from these transverse current 

(field) specifications. The near-field pattern is sampled inside the mesh in the 

scattered field region, 3 cells from the mesh truncation boundary, between the 

source and the absorbing boundaries, and is then transformed into the far field of 

the grating. Second order Mur [29] boundary conditions are used to truncate the 

simulation region. 

3.2 Far Field Transform 

Following the field/material interaction, the components of the field that do not 

represent stored energy propagate some distance through free space and eventually 

evolve into the far field. That is where a detector would be placed to observe the far 

field pattern. Apertures are constructed from the sampled fields within the mesh, 
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which are then used, following the completion of the FDTD simulation, to obtain 

the field pattern in the far field of the scatterer. 

To simulate the propagation of energy over this distance with the FDTD al

gorithm, given the discretization requirements of a structure with large dielectric 

constants and/or detailed structures, would require an extremely large computa

tional grid and thus would be inefficient. For example, to model a typical case with 

adequate discretization (i.e., ),/20 in the material with the highest refractive index) 

all the way out to a far field observation point could easily involve a 1000), x 20), 

grid and require in the T E case more than 24Mwords of memory. However, trun

cating the mesh closer to the scatterer does not allow an adequate simulation region 

for the scattered field to develop into its far field distribution. 

'The far field transform is one way to circumvent this problem. This transform 

takes the transverse components of the scattered field along a planar aperture near 

one of the four truncation boundaries in the simulation region and projects these 

components onto a circle (in two dimensions, a sphere in three) a distance R away 

from this sampling plane. The method is accurate, within the limits of the Kirchhoff 

approximation, for cases where nearly all the scattered energy generated in the 

total field region of the mesh is propagated back across the transform boundary 

and very little energy is leaked through the remaining three truncation boundaries 

of the FDTD domain. For problems where a beam impinges on a planar structure, 

the mesh does not need to be much larger than the scattering object, but it must be 
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large enough in one dimension to encompass in their entirety both the incident and 

the scattered beams. Diffraction grating problems are well suited to this method 

because the mesh can be made very long (along the grating) in comparison to its 

height (distance along the normal to the grating). This geometry is suitable since it 

can accommodate a wide diameter beam interaction with a relatively flat geometry 

that contains several periods of a grating. Most of the reflected energy propagates 

back across the long dimension; and thus a wide aperture is provided on which the 

scattered field may be collected and then transformed to the far field. 

The transform is based on the Franz variation [30] of Huygens' principle: 

E (T) - V x ff.tfS' [n x E (r')] 9 (r, r') 

L V x V x H dS' [n x ii (r/)] 9 (r, r/) 
WE: HSI (3.45) 

and 

ii (T) - V x ff.tfS' [n x ii (r')] 9 (r, r') 

+ .Lv x V x H dS' [n x E (r/)] g(r, r') 
wp. HSI (3.46) 

Equations 3.45 and 3.46 express E (T) and ii (T) in terms of their tangential com-

ponents on the surface S'. The scalar Green's function 9 (r, r') is given in three 

dimensions by the expression 

e-j kg Ir-r'l 
( .... ') 9 T,T = 4 I" "'I 1rT-T 

(3.47) 
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and in two dimensions by the expression 

( ~ ~') _ 1 n(2) (kl ~ ~'I) 9 p, p - 4j 0 P - P (3.48) 

When the detectors are placed a large distance from the interaction region, large 

meaning that the distance is much greater than the spot size of the source beam, 

the dominant behavior of the Green's functions is exponential. This is the case 

where Fraunhofer diffraction applies. We treat the first two terms in the expansion 

Ir - r'l = r - n . r' + ir [rl2 - (n· r,)2] + ... as being the most significant, and 

obtain as the far-field approximations to 3.47 and 3.48 the expressions 

-j kor 

9 (r, r') ~ e ei ko r'ainB (3.49) 
41rr 

9 (p,p') ~ e-j ko r ei ko r' sin B 

21r..fP 
(3.50) 

Complex apertures representing the fields can be easily extracted from the time 

domain fields when the source is monochromatic. Along a constant z plane the 

fields have the form 

f(x,t) = A (x) cos (wt + <I> (x» 

= ~ [Aw (x) eilA + A:' (x) e-j'-lt] (3.51) 

The complex function Aw (x) contains the amplitude and the phase of the signal; it 

is determined by integrating in time the transverse scattered field at the sampling 
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plane after steady state has been reached. This time integration extends over the 

last complete period, T, of the incident signal encompassed in a FDTD simulation. 

In particular, 

2 (T . 
Aw (x) = T 10 f (x, t) e-Jwtdt. (3.52) 

We numerically apply the indicated Fourier transform to the fields sampled in the 

plane Z = Zt using a fast Fourier transform (FFT) subroutine to obtain a solution 

for the angular distribution of the radiation in the far field. An efficient transform 

expression that produces in the far field of the scatterer the angular distribution 

of, for example in the T E case, the Ey field component, and that makes use of the 

Fraunhofer approximation, is given by the integral expression: 

~ 2~ j . dx' exp[j kosin (0) x1 
.amp/.ng 

plane 

x{ Ey(x',zt} cos(O)+1JHr(x',Zt)} (3.53) 

which we numerically evaluate as 

(3.54) 

where 1J = C/JO/f)1/2 is the wave impedance in the region above the grating, 6 = 

~x = ~z is the spatial discretization size and 
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(J • -1 (n.\) =sm N6 (3.55) 

is the discrete angle defined by the normal to the grating and the observation point 

at the detector on a circle of radius R. The corresponding radiation pattern is 

obtained immediately from this expression. Since the FDTD magnetic and elec-

tric field values do not exist at the same space and time locations, the magnetic 

field values used in expression 3.54 are taken to be the space averaged values, 

Hz (x', Zt) :::::: [Hz (x', Zt + Az/2) + Hz (x', Zt - Az/2)]/2, of the complex magnetic 

fields which are obtained with the Fourier transform 3.52 of the corresponding time 

averaged magnetic fields. 

For shorter distances from the mesh, the far field transform may not be an 

accurate approximation. In this case a more rigorous approach is employed using 

the free space transfer function, Tz( d) = exp fj kz d], to propagate the sampled field 

a distance d along the normal to the sampling plane. This approach is analogous 

to the source aperture generation but is less computationally efficient than the 

Fraunhofer transform approximation when the distance d is large. If d is too large, 

being limited by the fast oscillatory behavior of the transfer function Tz(d) and 

its numerical evaluation, many smaller transform distances are needed to achieve 

the desired total observation distance. Moreover, this transform requires two FFTs 

each time it is applied. In particular, the free space transform for generating the 

TE field distribution at an observation plane perpendicular to the mesh normal z 
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at a distance d away from the mesh is, for example, for generating at an observation 

point (x, z), the TE field distribution at a distance d along the mesh normal z from 

the Fourier transform E(kr' Zt) of the field distribution in the sampling plane Z = Zt 

is 

(3.56) 

where E(kr' Zt) is the Fourier transform of the field in the sampling plane Z = Zt, 

k = krx + kzz is the wave vector of the reflected field, and kz = V1i6 - k;. This 

expression is numerically evaluated as 

E~n) (x = n 6, Z = Zt + d) = ~ FFT-1 {FFT[Eo (x', Zt)] Tz(d)} (3.57) 

where the discrete wavenumbers t1k;r = 27r/N6 and kz = Vk~ - (nt1kr)2. 

The Fourier transform techniques used both to introduce arbitrary incident 

beams into the mesh and to extract far field information from it are efficient and 

accurate within the near field of a structure. For most scattering type problems, 

this approach reduces the overall region of the computational space by moving its 

"walls" to within one wavelength of the geometry in the simulation. In doing so, 

this hybrid approach has allowed us to model a larger class of problems with the 

FDTD algorithm. The methods outlined in this chapter, along with the material 

models presented in the previous two chapters, comprise the computational tools 
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used in the following three chapters where we have been able to model in a unique 

way a number of realistic optical devices. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Corrugated Slab Waveguide 

The basic corrugated waveguide geometries we have considered are illustrated 

with the generic configuration given in Figure 4.1. A thin film slab waveguide is 

sandwiched between two materials - the cover and the substrate. The corrugation 

region resides between the waveguide and the cover; it is excited by an incident 

waveguide mode. The teeth of the corrugations we have studied have been both 

dielectric (similar dielectric teeth extended out of the dielectric waveguide, or dis

similar linear and nonlinear dielectric teeth embedded in or on top of the waveguide) 

and metallic (embedded into or deposited on top of the dielectric waveguide). We 

also consider various spacings of the corrugations and their lengths. 

The NL-FOTO approach proceeds by discretizing space (in two dimensions) 

with a mesh of squares. The time is also discretized, the spatial and temporal 

discretizations being specified by the Courant stability criterion [31]. The electric 

and magnetic field components; the linear polarization vector components; and the 

Raman nonlinear susceptibility are readily calculated with spatially and tempo

rally centered, finite difference approximations to the system 2.1 - 2.5. For the 

cases treated below, a spatial discretization of A~ = Az = ),,/30 and temporal 

discretization below the 20 Courant condition: At = 0.707 (Az/V2v), where v is 
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Cover ) 

Figure 4.1: The NL-FDTD approach is being applied to linear or nonlinear di
electric waveguides having the indicated corrugation profiles. The corrugations are 
uniform, uniformly spaced, and are present in the high field region of the waveguide, 
extending into the interior of the guide. These corrugations are taken to be perfect 
conductors for all but the cases TM-1 and TE-l. 
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the maximum group velocity in any of the materials, was used. The presence of 

the physical loss terms in the material models allowed us to relax the discretization 

requirements we found in Reference [20]. This real loss mechanism results in a 

numerical behavior that is analogous to the artificial viscosity effects one realizes 

with flux conserving schemes in computational fluid dynamics simulations. 

The NL-FDTD problem is initiated at a total field/scattered field boundary 

located within the simulation region. For the waveguide problems treated here, 

this aperture is taken to be transverse to the direction of propagation, i.e., along 

the waveguide. The aperture is driven either with a pulsed T Eo or a T Mo waveguide 

mode, i.e., the initial transverse amplitude distribution in the source plane is taken 

to be the value of the T Eo or T Mo mode there, multiplied by a specified time signal. 

The total electromagnetic field is calculated from the source plane in the direction of 

propagation; the scattered fields are calculated at all points on the side of the source 

plane away from the propagation direction. The simulation mesh is truncated at all 

of its boundaries with second-order Miir conditions [29]. This approach minimizes 

the numerical artifacts that arise from the finite aperture (non-plane wave) incident 

pulsed-field and allows for back-reflections from the corrugated structures through 

the source plane. The source plane is generally located near the left absorbing 

boundary to facilitate removal of this reflected power from the simulation region. 
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We refer to ultrafast pulses as those pulses which are single-cycle or multiple-

cycle envelopes containing only a few cycles. Sources in the laboratory have pro-

duced pulses compressed to as short as four optical cycles. By using these sources 

we illustrate two advantages of the time domain approach: (1) the ability to carry 

phase information over a wide spectrum, and (2) the ability to model transient 

effects which occur either quickly or slowly relative to the time scale of the pulse. 

The evolution of the pulse in the medium can be dependent on both the material's 

resonances in the presence of the beam as well as the initial shape of the excit-

ing pulse. Switching or steering of this type of pulsed beam in a wavelength-sized 

structure requires one to take advantage of interference effects and the materials' 

transient responses. 

Both a CW (continuous wave or monochromatic) signal 

F(t) = sin(21r t/Tp) 

and a time-limited, multi-cycle sine pulse given by the function 

2t-Tr 
x = ---::=--

Tr 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

where H(x) is Heaviside's function, Tp is the optical period of the carrier, and Tr 

is the time record length of the pulse, have been used to initiate the simulations. 

The initial driving function 4.1 is continuous everywhere; the initial driving func-

tion 4.2 is continuous and has at least its first two time derivatives continuous at 
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the endpoints of the time interval [0, T,.]. For the corrugated waveguide cases in 

which there are Nc periods of a unit cell whose characteristic length is A, we refer 

specifically to a short pulse as a signal whose equivalent length VG T,. is on the order 

of the entire corrugation length Nc A, i.e., VG T,. < Nc A, where VG is the group 

velocity in the waveguide. Our shortest pulse case that will be presented below 

contains 10 optical cycles over a corrugated waveguide section composed of 11 unit 

cells. This is a sufficient number of cycles for the pulse to be essentially a narrow 

bandwidth CW signal and for the pulse train to span a distance smaller than the 

total corrugation length for a period of time. However, because of the (1 - X 2 )4 

amplitude taper, this ten cycle pulse approximately has only 6 cycles of non-trivial 

magnitude to consider. Because the bandwidth increases as the number of cycles 

decreases, the effective frequency [32] of the signals seen by the corrugation section 

is slightly increased. 

The field radiated by an infinite linear or nonlinear corrugated structure can be 

modeled with a Floquet mode representation. The resulting fields have to satisfy 

a phase matching or Bragg condition resulting from the electromagnetic boundary 

conditions. Physically this means that because of the regular placement of the teeth 

in the corrugation section, the individual scattered fields will interfer constructively 

only along certain preferred directions and the "leaked" energy will appear in the 

form of pulsed beams that radiate at angles specified by the Bragg condition both 

into the cover and into the substrate regions. 
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In particular, let 0, be the angle that the radiated beam subtends with respect to 

the normal of the waveguide, no be the index of refraction in the region outside of 

the guide adjoining the corrugations, and nG = ns + n2 I be the index of refraction 

in the waveguide, which includes the effective waveguide index ns (which varies 

slightly from the TE and TM cases to achieve the desired T Eo and T Mo initial 

spatial amplitude distributions) and the intensity induced index change n2 I. This 

Bragg condition then takes the form 

or 

w . W 21r 
- no sznOt = - nG + m -
c c A 

O • 1 [ns n2 ..\ ] t=sm- -+-I+m--
no no no A 

where m = 0, ±1, ±2, ... 

where m = 0, ±1, ±2,... (4.3) 

This immediately translates into a practical device: the output-beam from the 

corrugation section can be steered away from the normal by the strength of the 

intensity of the input waveguide pulsed-beam, the size of the unit cell or the strength 

of the nonlinearity. For all the cases considered below, the first-order beam is given 

by the m = -1 value. 

A special case of this relationship suggests that if we design the corrugation 

spacing so that A = ..\/ns, then the first-order (m=-l) output-beam from the 

corrugation section of the waveguide has the transmission angle: 
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(J • -1 (n2 I) n2 I t=SlD - ~-no no (4.4) 

Thus, the angle of the output-beam from the corrugation section can be controlled 

directly by the choice of the parameters for the input waveguide pulsed-beam or 

the waveguide material. 

A variety of T Ez and T Mz cases for the corrugated slab waveguide configura-

tion have been considered using our NL-FDTD simulator. There are ten TM cases 

reported below: TM-l to TM-IOj there are eight corresponding TE cases: TE-l to 

TE-6, TE-S, and TE-IO. All but two of the TM and TE cases use the driving sig-

nal4.1j cases TM-I0 and TE-IO use the driving signal 4.2. In all of these cases, the 

initial spatial distributions are the corresponding T Mo and the TEo even waveguide 

modes. The maximum electric field value of the incident modes is normalized to 

unity, giving a peak intensity of 1.0 VIm. The nonlinear coefficients are normalized 

in a corresponding manner. The basic problem configuration dimensions are shown 

in Figure 4.2. We will refer to the specific geometries used, which are characterized 

by the unit cell length A, the number of unit cells in the corrugated section Nc, 

and the tooth height h as: 

Geometry 1: A = 0.20 pm h = 0.02 pm 

Geometry 2: A = 0.20 pm h = 0.04 pm 

TE Geometry 3: A = 0.105 pm h = 0.02 pm 

TM Geometry 3: A = 0.110 pm h = 0.02 pm 
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Figure 4.2: The NL-FDTD corrugated waveguide problem geometry. The various 
power sensor locations are indicated by the dashed lines. 
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The waveguide thickness d = 0.12 p.m; the tooth length l = A/2.0; the background 

index in the thin-film waveguide nJ = "'2.0 giving the effective background indexes 

for guided mode propagation n~M = "'1.740 and n~E = ",1.804; and the substrate 

linear index and the cover linear index were set to the free-space value: n. = nc = 

1.0. 

In all of the cases, the free-space CW wavelength of interest was taken to be 

A = 0.15p.m. This choice of wavelength was made simply to allow comparisons with 

the linear results obtained by McLeod and Hawkins [4] and to extend them to the 

corresponding nonlinear regimes. The parameters were not chosen with a specific 

laser system or material in mind. Since the grating physics is determined in terms 

of relative wavelengths, many of the results can be scaled to different frequency 

regimes with an appropriate change in the material parameters. 

Within a specific dielectric waveguide configuration, the nonlinear coefficients 

are varied from case to case to provide the desired comparisons. In addition we 

consider two compositions of the grating structure itself. In one configuration, the 

teeth have the same dielectric properties as the cover so they actually appear as 

gaps in the waveguide. In the other configuration, the teeth of the corrugations are 

composed of perfect electric conductors. We found that the metal teeth corruga

tions caused a much more efficient output coupling than the conventional dielectric 

teeth (gap) case. As a result, our studies have concentrated on the metallic corru

gation cases. From linear theory, the indicated value of the tooth length causes the 
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TE and TM cases to radiate strongly in opposite directions, as discussed below. 

Linear theory [3] also indicates that the leaked energy coefficient should saturate 

if the tooth height is increased beyond the indicated value: h = 0.2~. Addition

ally, since the electric field behavior near the edges of the teeth is significantly 

different between the TE and TM polarizations, the resulting radiated field struc

tures should reflect this difference. Note that the waveguide dispersion and the 

impedance caused by the presence of the corrugation are different for the different 

polarization and material cases. We found the fields radiated in the TM cases to 

be superior in quality to those generated in the TE cases, thus providing another 

reason to stress the TM configurations more. 

Cases TM-1 and TE-1 are linear slab waveguide configurations that use Geom

etry 1 and are the only cases that have dielectric teeth. Cases TM-2 and TE-2 are 

linear and are configured in Geometry 1. Case TM-7 is also linear, but configured 

in Geometry 3. The waveguide is nonlinear in the remaining TM and TE cases. 

The susceptibility for the Lorentz dispersion model is 3.0 at DC and 0.0 at high 

frequencies. A single resonance is placed at WL = 3.5 X 1015 rad/ sec, less than 

half the CW source radial frequency of W = 12.57 X 1015 rad/sec, in order to cause 

a slight anomalous dispersion. The damping in the Lorentz model is negligibly 

small with rL = 2.0 x 1010 sec-I. The nonlinear coefficients are fR = 0.15 m2/y2 

and XK~r = 0.20 m2/y2 for the retarded and instantaneous nonlinearities, respec

tively. The Raman resonance is taken to be WR = 8.197 X 1013 rad/ sec; the Raman 
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linewidth is determined by the term TR = 4.651 X 10-15 sec-I. These material 

parameters yield a weak Raman interaction. The susceptibility obtained from the 

corresponding uniform plane wave Lorentz dispersion model as a function of the 

frequency is given in Figure 4.3; the analogous Raman model results are shown in 

Figure 4.4. As expected from the parameter choices, the linewidths of the Lorentz 

and Raman models are extremely narrow. Nonetheless, the linear dispersion has 

an impact on the propagation behavior in the waveguide. In contrast, the nonlin

ear behavior produced in this model is associated mainly with the instantaneous 

Kerr nonlinearity. Cases TM-3 and TE-3 represent the weak Raman model version 

of Geometry 1; cases TM-4 and TE-4 represent the weak Raman model version of 

Geometry 2. In cases TM-5 and TE-5, Geometry 1 is considered again, but the ther

mal Raman interaction is now strong. To achieve this strong Raman interaction, 

we set the nonlinear material parameters to the values: WR = 1.0 X 1015 radjsec, 

TR = 0.5 X 10-15 sec-I, €R = 0.15 m 2jV2, and XKerr = 0.20 m 2jV2. The suscep

tibilities obtained from the corresponding uniform plane wave Raman models are 

identical, apart from a scale factor, to those given in Figure 4.4. In contrast to the 

weak Raman interaction model, the strong Raman model is considerably broader. 

Thus, in addition to the instantaneous Kerr nonlinearity, the Raman interaction 

will also produce nontrivial contributions to the dispersive and nonlinear behavior 

of the system in this case. Cases TM-6 and TE-6 deal with Geometry 1 and both 

nonlinear indexes doubled to the values €R = 0.30 m2 jV2 and XK err = 0040 m2 jV2. 
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Cases TM-8 and TE-8 treat Geometry 3 with the strong Raman interaction of cases 

TM-4 and TE-4. Case TM-9 treats Geometry 3 with a doubling of the nonlinear 

coefficients used in the strong Raman case. Cases TM-I0 and TE-I0 again treat 

Geometry 3 with the strong Raman nonlinearity parameters, but now consider a 

10 cycle pulse 4.2 with a period Tp = 0.5 f s and a total record length Tr = 5.0 f s. 

In each of the TM and TE cases the power radiated through the boundaries of 

the simulation region indicated in Figure 4.2 was monitored. The percentages of 

the total output power radiated into the cover, into the substrate and reHected back 

along the waveguide from the corrugation section, are listed in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 

for all of the cases reported here. In the CW cases, these values represent the 

percentage per period; in the short-pulse cases, it represents the total output energy 

(time integrated output power). The output angles of the m-th order beams were 

calculated with the near-to-far-field transform developed in the previous chapter. 

The numerically calculated output angles of the first-order beams are also listed in 

Tables 4.1 and 4.2. In the short pulse cases TM-lO and TE-I0, the angles listed 

represent the angles of the estimated phase fronts in the output beams measured 

with a ruler and protractor. 

The basic field behavior obtained in the weakly nonlinear cases TM-3 and TE-3 

is illustrated with the total electric field intensity plots given in Figure 4.5 and 4.7. 

Each plot is a snapshot of the intensity distribution at approximately the same 

time in the simulation. The significant differences in output radiation behaviors 
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Back Output 
Simulation Case Above Below Reflection An~le 

TM-l: Geometry 1, linear guide. 
Dielectric teeth. 

2.5% 2.3% 0.3U'10 34.5° 

TM-2: Geometry 1, linear guide. Metallic 44.2% 11.4% 13.1% 36.7° 
teeth. 

TM-3: Geometry 1, NLWG with weak 44.2% 11.0% 9.~% 38.3° 
Raman interaction. 

TM-4: Geometry 2, NLWG with weak 
Raman interaction. 

45.8% 30.4% 19.2% 37.0° 

TM-5: Geometry 1, NLWG with strong 45.3'10 11.2'10 12.6'70 39.1° 
Raman interaction. 

TM-6: Geometry 1, NLWG with weak 
Raman interaction and factor of two 

42.3% 11.0% 12.6% 39.3° 

increase in all nonlinear indexes. 

TM-7: Geometry 3, linear guide. 28.0% 3.4% 14.4% -1.6° 

TM-8: Geometry 3, NLWG with strong 
Raman interaction. 

26.8'70 3.3'70 9.3% 1.~0 

TM-9: Geometry 3, NLWG with strong 35.3% 4.8% 18.7% 3.5° 
Raman interaction and factor of two 
increase in all nonlinear indexes. 

TM-IO: Geometry 3, NLWG with strong 49.3% 8.6% 5.2% -4.0° 
Raman interaction, short pulse case. 

Table 4.1: Coupling efficiencies and output angles for the various TM polarization 
cases. 
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Back Output 
Simulation Case Above Below Reflection Angle 

TE-l: Geometry 1, linear guide. 4.a~o 4.6~ O.O6~ a6.3° 
Dielectric teeth. 

TE-2: Geometry 1, linear guide. Metallic 15.4% 37.2% 4.9% 34.7° 
teeth. 

TE-3: Geometry 1, NLWG with weak 14.3% 21.6% 13.5% 36.5° 
Raman interaction. 

TE-4: Geometry 2, NLWG with weak 7.6~o 49.3% 14.6~ 33.5° 
Raman interaction. 

TE-5: Geometry 1, NLWG with strong 
Raman interaction. 

14.8% 26.5~o a.a~o a~.ao 

TE-6: Geometry 1, NLWG with weak la.7~o ~~.~~o 5.a~o 4U.ao 
Raman interaction and factor of two 
increase in all nonlinear indexes. 

TE-8: Geometry 3, NLWG with strong 19.8~ 33.2~ 5.8~ -4.2° 
Raman interaction. 

TE-I0: Geometry 3, NLWG with strong 14.1~ 30.8~ 6.0~ -4.0° 
Raman interaction, short pulse case. 

Table 4.2: Coupling efficiencies and output angles for the various TE polarization 
cases. 
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Figure 4.·5: Electric field intensity plots for the T~l weak Haman interactioll. Ge
ometry 1. case T~1-3. 
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Figure ·Li: Electric field intensity plots for the TE weak Raman interaction. G.~· 
ometry 1. case TE-3. 
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are immediately apparent in these single snapshots. The majority of the power is 

radiated above into cover region in the TM case and below into the substrate in 

the TE case. One can see, as expected from the phase matching condition 4.3, 

that multiple beams both above and below the corrugation section are generated. 

Much of the initial radiation can actually be seen in the simulations as arising from 

the incident field interacting with the first metallic corner. The interaction of the 

incident waveguide field with consecutive teeth provides a set of coherent sources 

that create the resulting output beams. 

One main difference between driving the specified corrugated waveguide sections 

with the T Alo and the TEo waveguide modes is that the TM device prefers to couple 

light into beams, referring to Figures 4.2, 4.5, 4.6, and 4. i, 4.8, that radiate into 

the cover region (adjacent to the corrugations) whereas the TE device prefers to 

couple light into beams that radiate into the substrate region (opposite to the 

corrugations). Since we were consciously trying to enhance the output coupling, 

the teeth were positioned within the interior of the dielectric waveguide rather than 

on its exterior. This placement caused a larger interaction between the teeth and 

incident modes. The other main difference between the TM and TE polarization 

cases is that energy is radiated out of the wa,·eguide region in those directions more 

efficiently in the TM case. 

These polarization sensitive properties of the corrugated structure arise from the 

fact that in the TE case there is a node along the conductor (i.e., Ey must be zero) 
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and in the TM case there is an anti-node (i.e., Er is maximum, a singular value, 

at the corner of the teeth). Thus, in the TE case, the openings between the teeth 

in the corrugation act like waveguides below or near cutoff, deflecting power down 

away from them into the substrate rather than up through them into the cover 

region. The TM mode on the other hand "sees" just the opposite conditions; large 

fields exist in those waveguides between the teeth without a cutoff frequency. A 

small dipole array is formed, and power then is readily coupled into a well-defined 

beam propagating away from the corrugations into the cover region. 

Nonlinearities in the waveguide further enhance the differentiation between the 

two polarization cases. The output coupling for the TE cases decreases with in

creasing nonlinearity while it remains approximately unchanged for the TM cases. 

The reason for this beha\'ior is that the field distribution in the nonlinear waveguide 

becomes more confined as the the nonlinearity is increased. The TE field is then 

pulled away from the corrugation towards the substrate-side of the waveguide where 

the field intensity is strongest and, thus, is effected less strongly by the corrugation. 

The TM field also experiences a similar localization effect. However, the increased 

nonlinearity also increases the field le\"els near the edges of the teeth. compensat

ing for the decrease in the incident field strength. Hence, the Tl\f mode remains 

strongly coupled to the corrugation. Additional coupling is further retarded as 

the nonlinearity is increased because the field begins to form a channel and the 

remaining power in the waveguide is trapped by it. 
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The simulation cases all indicate that nonlinear waveguide (NLWG) corrugation 

sections are reasonably good output coupling and beam steering devices. They 

also suggest that these NLWG corrugation sections also can act as extremely good 

polarization differentiating devices as well. In order to facilitate a strong coupling 

of energy out of the waveguide in a short distance, we found all of the corrugation 

cases constructed with the metallic teeth outperformed the dielectric corrugation 

cases TM-I and TE-l. The coupling efficiency in the former cases is increased 

dramatically, more than an order of magnitude, over the latter cases. Note that 

for the dielectric grating, the TE polarization case TE-I gave slightly more output 

coupling than the TM polarization case TM-l. The conducting corrugation TE 

mode devices direct about 25 % of the output power into the substrate region 

while the corresponding TM mode devices direct about 4.j % of the output power 

into the cover region. Beams which are smaller in amplitude are also produced that 

propagate at the same angles to the waveguide but into the opposite regions. There 

is some backward propagating power in all cases since the corrugated section acts 

as an impedance mismatch in the wa\·eguide. The deeper corrugation depth treated 

in the doubled tooth depth cases. T~1-4 and TE-4, resulted in the guided wave and 

the output beams becoming badly distorted. The effect of doubling the tooth depth 

is to pinch off the power through the guide and increase the reflected power. This 

increase in distortion and reflected power results from t he teeth causing a stronger 

perturbation to the incident guided mode. 
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Geometry 3, where the grating periodicity is made to be equal to )../nB, provided 

the most interesting corrugated waveguide device results. The expectation was to 

have the corrugation couple light out of the waveguide into a single beam at nearly 

90° with respect to the guide. Moreover, because the term).. / A < 1, only the first

order (m = -1) beam is produced. In addition, this configuration provides the 

maximum sensitivity of the output beam angle to the nonlinearity. Although the 

TE and TM coupling performance in total output power was comparable, the T~l 

beams were much more coherent and well-behaved. The total electric field intensity 

plots in cases TM-7 and TM-S are given in Figures 4.9 and 4.11, respectively. The 

corresponding patterns are given in Figures 4.10 and 4.12~ respectively. It is clear 

from these plots that increasing the nonlinearity does in fact change the output 

beam direction. Several degree beam shifts are easily obtained as indicated in these 

figures and in Table 4.1. The output angle in the linear TM-7 case is not exactly 

0° only due to the fact that we choose to maintain the same grid cell size for all of 

the problems. The specific unit cell size needed for an exact match to achieve a 0° 

output beam does not correspond to an integer multiple of the unit discretization 

cell length. The total electric field intensity plots for the T~-1 and TE short pulse 

cases TM-IO and TE-10 are given, respectively. in Figures 4.13 and 4.14. The beam 

quality shown is achieved approximately after the incident field has interacted with 

the first 3 teeth of the corrugation section; it is maintained until the beam stops 

interacting with the teeth in the corrugation section. The difficulty in accurately 
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describing the output beam direction is apparent. The beam appears to have a 

main direction different from the constant intensity wave-normals. In both the 

cases TM-IO and TE-IO, the former is -33° while the later is _4°. This output 

beam pattern is maintained as the pulse moves through the waveguide section. 

Moreover, as in the CW cases, the output power in the short pulse cases is highly 

directed - into the cover region adjacent to the corrugations in the TM case and 

into the substrate region opposite the corrugations in the TE case. These results 

strongly suggest that Geometry 3 could be used for the basic design of a highly 

sensitive beam steering device which results from the interaction of ultrafast optical 

pulses with an ultra-small corrugated waveguide section. 

\Ve have found that the output angles determined with the numerically gen

erated fields compare well to the values predicted from the phase matching con

ditions 4.3 and 4.4. For the linear dielectric gratings, cases TM-l and TE-l. the 

expected output angles are 34.io and 36.4°, respectively. The combined FDTD 

simulations and the near-to-far-field transform yielded the output angles: 34.5° 

and 36.3°, respectively, in good agreement « 0.6% difference) with the analyti· 

cal values. Moreover. the patterns are as expected for a finite grating structure: 

the lowest-order response is due to a product of the Bragg response and that of 

a finite slab, sin( x) / x function, and the higher-order beams vary slightly from the 

expected Bragg response. These results agree with those previously reported for 
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Figure ·1.9: Electric field intensity plots for the T~f linear. Geometry 3. case T~f-7. 
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Figure 4.11: Electric field intensity plots for the T~l strong Raman interaction. 
Geometry 3, case TM-S. 
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Figure 4.12: The far-field pattern for the T~J strong Raman interaction. Geometry 
3, case T~1-8. The peak occurs at the angle: + 1.S0. 



Figure ·1.13: Electric field intensity plots for the short pulse, T:\I strong Raman 
interaction. Geometry 3. case T\I-lO. 
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Figure .1. l-!: Electric field intensity plots for t he short pulse. TE strong Raman 
interaction. Geometry 3. case TE-IO. 
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linear gratings [33], [34]. The metallic and nonlinear dielectric corrugations, how

ever, represent significant perturbations to the effective index in the waveguide, nB, 

used in those Bragg conditions. For the TM-2 and TE-2 cases, the combined FDTD 

simulations and the near-to-far-field transform yield the output angles: 36.7° and 

34.7°, respectively. These angles indicate that with the metallic teeth, the effective 

index of the TM and TE waveguides is actually '1'1.816 and '1'1.741, respectively. 

\Vith these indexes and the cell sizes indicated for the TM Geometry 3 cases, the 

output angle expected from 4.3 is -0.92°; this compares favorably to the corre

sponding calculated value: -1.6°. Similar difficulties are encountered with the 

nonlinear waveguide cases. The simulator output angles for cases TM-3 and T}'I-6 

are 38.3° and 39.3°, respecth·ely. Knowing the value for the TM-3 case, we use 4.3 

to predict the value 39.6° for the TM-6 case. This represents only a 1.5% difference 

between the analytical and the numerical results. Similarly, the output angle for 

case TM-9 is nearly double the value for TM-8 as expected from 4.4. Nonetheless, 

these angle values could not have been established from 4.3 or 4.4 without the 

initial numerical value for at least one nonlinear case. Thus, these results strongly 

indicate the need for using numerical methods, such as the NL-FDTD simulator. 

Even though they are extremely useful for indicating the expected trends of the 

device behavior, one should not rely simply on analytical approximations based 

upon scalar diffraction theory to model these finite, wavelength-sized structures for 

any realistic device applications. 
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Figure ·LI.j: Electric field intensity plots for the T\I strong Raman interaction. 
Geometry 3. case T\1·9. before steady-state conditions have been reached. \\"ith 
further detailed engineering design this configmation combined with its beam steer
ing properties could lead to an effective all-optical switch for short pulses. 
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Another phenomenon associated with beams being strongly coupled out of the 

guide in the TM Geometry 3 is illustrated by case TM-9 and Figure 4.15, which 

represents the field distribution before steady state conditions have been reached. 

This is the fact that the output beam can be made to focus. In particular, the 

corrugated section coupled with the nonlinearity can be made to act like a chirped 

grating. This effect is caused when the incident mode in the waveguide gets depleted 

quickly by radiation as it propagates through the corrugation section. This energy 

depletion results in a decrease in the field strength so that the nonlinear refractive 

index is reduced further along the corrugation section. The coupling angle will 

then vary according to location along the corrugation. Light is being scattered 

from the corrugations so there is a greater electric field intensity at the beginning 

of the corrugation than at the end. Thus. the Bragg output coupling angle Ot 

is directed slightly more towards the propagation direction (positive angle with 

respect to the normal) at the beginning of the corrugation section than later, in 

that section where the reduced intensity causes the Bragg output coupling angle Ot 

to be directed slightly more away from the propagation direction (negative angle 

with respect to the normal). This behavior is illustrated in Figure 4.1.5. These 

results imply that one could design a tapered corrugation region that is tailored to 

obtain any desired focusing properties. The tapering could consist of varying the 

distribution of the nonlinear material in the waveguide or by varying the unit cell 

widths along the corrugation section so that A is varied from one unit cell to the 
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next. If designed to encourage focusing, such an all-optical device could be used as 

a highly effective switch. 

The simulations indicated significant output coupling and usable beam-steering 

qualities for the corrugated structures, particularly when the corrugations are 

metallic and are embedded into the waveguide. The corrugated structures are 

polarization sensitive; the TM cases radiating the majority of the output power in 

a direction opposite to the TE cases. In one specific geometry, the unit cell length 

was designed to give broadside emissions that were tunable by the magnitude of the 

intensity of the incident fields. An example of a focusing chirped grating structure 

was found; the chirp nature of the structure arising here from the nonlinearities. It 

is believed that with further design analyses with the NL-FDTD simulator that a 

variety of corrugated linear and nonlinear waveguide structures could be developed 

for a large variety of practical applications. 
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CHAPTERS 

Metallic Thin Film Grating 

Metal gratings and corrugated surfaces are found in a variety of optics applica

tions. Among them are optical storage disks, polarizers, and optical filters. Because 

highly focused light is often used in these systems, it is important to understand the 

interaction of finite optical beams with grating surfaces. Corrugated dielectric and 

metallic gratings have been modeled in the past by Fourier transform techniques 

and integral equation methods [3.5], [36] but these treatments have some disad

vantages. They do not provide the mechanism for modeling beams in geometries 

containing both corrugated dielectrics and metal thin films. Furthermore, some 

methods do not work well for structures which are not strictly periodic. such as 

gratings with variations in the size or periodicity of the grating teeth. Our FDTD 

modeling tool, which models the problem on a subsectionallevel, is ideally suited 

to these more complicated grating surfaces. This approach has been successfully 

applied in modeling near field detection of subwavelength sized rectangular wells 

in a perfect conductor surface in two dimensions [35]. This model is extended 

to simulate optical beams obliquely incident on a thin film metallic layer over a 

grooved dielectric backing. The hybrid FDTD approach gives a quick and accurate 
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Metal Refractive Index Wo (1015 sec-I) r (1013sec-1) 

Al 2.6 - jS.2 2.29517 15.9323 

Au 0.175 - j4.91 2.06516 4.15347 

Ag 0.13 - j5.3 2.10154 2.62161 

eu 0.23 - j4.S 2.05444 5.i1739 

Table 5.1: Lorentz parameters for noble metals at the wavelength A = iSOnm. 

description of the near and radiated fields for almost any arbitrary grating design 

in two dimensions. 

In this chapter we present the Lorentz model as a means of accurately portraying 

the single frequency electromagnetic properties of good conductors. The values 

listed in table 5.1 above were used for the refractive indices for the metals in our 

simulations at the wavelength A = iSOnm (w = 2.41 i x 1015 sec-I). For all cases 

we set XO = 10 and Eoo = 2.89. Values for ""'·0 and r are obtained for the materials 

from equations 1.4 and 1.5. The time domain version of the Lorentz modell.S with 

these parameters is included in the FDTD computation in the metal film region of 

the numerical mesh. 

A variety of T E and TJ! cases for the metal film diffraction grating geometries 

have been considered of which we report in this paper the results for 3 specific cases. 

The basic problem configuration dimensions are summarized in Figure .5.1. The 

specific geometries are characterized by the grating period A, the height of the 

grating teeth h, the film thickness if, the tooth size ratio a' = a/A where a is 
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Figure 5.1: The problem geometry is a uniform rectangular toothed grating. The 
grating is constructed from a homogeneous dielectric covered by a thin layer of 
conductor. The grating period is A = 1.1 i}.l m and the thickness of the layer is 
td = 48.75 nm. 
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the width of a grating tooth measured at the top of the grating, and the complex 

refractive index of the metal. For the perfect electric conductor (p.e.c.) cases only 

A, ai, and h are specified. 

The incident beam is the two-dimensional, one watt Gaussian beam defined by 

equation 3.28. The beam is incident on the grating at (}j = 19.500 for the uniform 

grating cases; it is normally incident for the nonuniform grating case. For the 

oblique incidence, the beam has a 1/ e2 intensity radius Wo = 3.51 p.m. effectively 

spanning 6.37 grating periods. The beam is sinusoidal in time with a period chosen 

to give a wavelength A = 0.78p.m. As noted previously, the focus is located in the 

center of the mesh with respect to the x direction and at the grating surface with 

respect to the z direction. Additionally, in all cases the refractive index above and 

below the metal film is assumed to be real: it is equal to n = 1.0 in the region 

above the grating and to n = 2.5 in the region below the grating. The grating 

extends in x across the computational mesh. ending .5 computational nodes inside 

the truncation boundaries at either end, and is surrounded by free space. This 

simplifies the absorbing boundary conditions, hence the algorithm. near the edges 

of the grating where there is no incident field energy. 

The scattering angle, (}m, of the grating is a function of the angle of incidence 

and ratio of the wavelength in the incident medium to the groove spacing. 

'(} '(} A sm m =sm j-m-nA (5.1 ) 
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where negative angles correspond to the halfspace containing the incident beam. 

For the sake of consistency, cases 1 and 2 use a A = 1.17 pm grating, giving a 

diffracted angle 8m = -19.44° (m = 1) and a reflection angle 8R = 19.500 (m = 0). 

Figure 5.2 shows this configuration. The film thickness, t f = 48.75 nm is also 

consistent throughout. 

Case 1 compares the scattering efficiency of the diffracted beam for a grating 

with a gold layer to the corresponding grating with a p.e.c. layer for the tooth size 

ratio at ranging from 0 to 1. Both the TE and TM polarizations are modeled. The 

incident beam is split by the diffraction grating into two beams which propagate 

along the zeroth order (reflection) and first order (diffraction) angles, as determined 

by equation .5.1. 

The scattered field is measured during the final cycle period of a five cycle 

simulation along the sampling plane inside the mesh and is then transformed into 

the far field as shown in Fig .j.3. Two idealized power detectors. Dl and D2• are 

placed to the left and right sides of the center of the mesh in the far field region. 

The scattered field intensity is integrated O\'er each respective quadrant, from the 

grating normal out to the maximum acceptance angles ±33.3jO 1 thus distinguishing 

the power radiated in the m = 0 and m = 1 beams. By choosing to detect only 

the energy radiating within this angular range we a\"oid any ambiguity that would 

result from including higher order grating beams or surface waves in Dl and D2 

that may exist in the finite grating Gaussian beam FDTD case but are absent in the 
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Figure 5.2: The beam is incident on the corrugation at angle Oi and diffracted into 
multiple reflection angles. For)' = 0.78 Jl m and Oi = 19.5° two scattered beams 
are present; the zeroth order, OR = -19 .. 5°, and the first order. 08 = 19.5°. 
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Near Zone 

Figure 5.3: In the far zone the transform technique in Chapter 3 is used to calculate 
the scattered fields based on the near zone results. Two idealized power detectors, 
Dl and D2 , are placed in the far zone, to the left and to the right of the center of 
the grating. 
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mode matching validation case which treats an infinite plane wave scattering from 

an infinite grating. A normalized differential signal, S = (D} - D2 ) / (D} + D2 ), 

is derived from the detector signals for both the real and ideal gratings for both 

polarizations. Figures 5.4 and 5.5 are plots of S versus a' for TE and TM polarized 

incident beams, respectively. We use h = 0.25 pm for the TE polarization and 

h = O.195pm for the TM polarization. As explained below, h's were chosen to 

optimize the conversion between the m = 0 and Tn = 1 beams for each polarization. 

In the TE case the behavior of the normalized differential signal S for the Gold 

layer grating is similar to the p.e.c. grating with a shift in the values of a' at which 

S changes sign. Where this occurs. the a' for the Gold film is O.Oi less than the 

a' for the p.e.c. grating. The grooves in the grating act like terminated parallel 

waveguides, reflecting incident energy with a magnitude and a phase that depends 

on the width and depth of the groove. As a' approaches .66i this waveguide-like 

structure becomes cutoff and it reflects energy with little shift in phase. This 

is because most of the energy does not penetrate into the structure. As a' gets 

smaller, the width of the waveguide gets larger and energy propagates into the 

groove, acquiring more phase shift. At some point the scattered wave undergoes a 

1r phase shift because of the depth of the groove. The grating is then producing 

the m = 1 beam more efficiently so S becomes negative. A further decrease in the 

value of a' leads to a 2r. phase shift and the grating no longer produces the m = 1 
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Figure 5.4: Power in the reflected beam (m = 0 order) and diffracted beam (m = 1 
order) is measured in the far zone by the idealized detectors Dl and D2 , respectively, 
as a' varies from 0.1 to 1.0. These signals are generated by integrating the radiation 
pattern derived from the near field. The differential signal S is calculated and 
plotted versus a' for a grating with a Gold film and a p.e.c. grating. The incident 
beam is TE polarized. 
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Figure 5.5: Power in the reflected beam (m = 0 order) and diffracted beam (m = 1 
order) is measured in the far zone by the idealized detectors Dl and D2 , respectively, 
as a' varies from 0.1 to 1.0. These signals are generated by integrating the radiation 
pattern derived from the near field. The differential signal S is calculated and 
plotted versus a' for a grating with a Gold film and a p.e.c. grating. Additionally, 
S is calculated for a wide (wo = 7.02Jlm) beam. These results are compared 
against results derived from a mode matching formulation for a TM planewave and 
an infinite p.e.c. grating. The incident beam is TM polarized. 
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beam and, once again, S becomes positive. For a grating with a thin layer of Gold 

there is loss and transmission through the walls of the grooves and some energy 

leaks into these grooves, even when the width is so small that this waveguide-like 

structure is in cutoff for the incident wavelength. The grooves in the Gold grating 

therefore behave as if they were larger than their actual size. Thus, the differential 

signal for the Gold grating must be shifted to higher a' relative to the p.e.c. grating. 

Using the TM case we have more fully explored the validity of the FDTD ap

proach to the modeling of diffraction gratings. \Ve have compared a series of grating 

problems in which the waist size of the incident beam is increased from a relatively 

small focus to a larger focus and then to a planewave. The geometry is identical 

to the model used for the TE simulation. The first two curves in Figure 5.5 show 

S for the grating with a Gold layer (dot line) and a p.e.c. grating (dashed line). 

The beam waist in both cases is tl'o = 3.51. The p.e.c. case is then repeated. 

first by using the FDTD simulator with a broader beam. Wo = i.02 (data points 

indicated by triangles), and next by using a standard mode-matching approach for 

planewaves [30] (solid line). A more detailed explanation of the mode-matching 

technique is presented in Appendix A. This last result is presented in the figure 

along with the finite beam results from the FDTD simulations in order to observe 

the change in the behavior of this structure as the finite beam widens, approxi

mating a planewave. The FDTD results for the very broad finite beam agree more 
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closely to the predictions made by the mode matching analysis than do the re

sults for the more focused beam. This grating is highly sensitive to variations in 

incident angle and the planewave assumption degenerates with broadness in the 

angular spectrum of the incident beam. Therefore, with the smaller beam, features 

in S become blurred and the transitions in the signal from a plus value to a minus 

value are less steep. Furthermore, the range of a' for which S is negative is lower 

when the grating contains a Gold layer than it is when the grating is a p.e.c. In 

contrast with the TE case, the TM polarization does not have a cutoff for the lowest 

order TM waveguide mode. \Vhile the first order TM mode near the cutoff con

dition is strongly perturbed by the realistic material model, it produces a smaller 

overall effect on the scattered field than does the stronger zeroth order mode. This 

is not the case with the TE mode. Among the features in the p.e.c. simulations is 

a notch in S at at = .665. The notch corresponds to the first order mode cutoff in 

the grooves and results from a brief increase in the m = 1 order efficiency at that 

point. This feature is nicely reproduced by the FDTD simulations for the p.e.c. 

However, because the fields penetrate the Gold layer, the first order mode cutoff in 

the groove is less abrupt and the notch is absent in the realistic metal case. 

A consequence of equation .5.1 is that there is some energy propagating in a 

direction along the surface of this structure. This energy gets omitted in the mode 

matching method, where only the m = 0 and m = 1 modes are considered in 

computing S, but is still present and thus is included by the FDTD method; the 
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result being a discrepancy between the two results that is more prevalent when the 

groove size is close to the grating period size (a' is small). As discussed above, we 

resolved this by choosing the indicated acceptance angle for the detectors to elim

inate the surface wave contributions in the FDTD simulation and, hence, reducing 

the discrepancy between the FDTD and the mode matching results. 

Case 2 is a comparison of the coupling efficiencies between the p.e.c. grating 

and gratings layered with different conductors for aTE polarized incident beam. 

The tooth size ratio a' = 0.66i is fixed and the height of the grating teeth h is 

varied from 0 to 0.50 J1. m. The remaining parameters for the grating dimensions 

and incident beam are identical to those in Case 1. The power in the two diffracted 

beams for 4 metallic thin film gratings and a p.e.c. grating as a function of groove 

depth are shown in Figures 5.6 and 5.i. Figure 5.6 shows the power contained 

in the m = 1 order diffracted beam and Figure 5.i shows the power contained in 

the m = 0 order diffracted beam. We can see that certain metal films diffract the 

incident beam more efficiently than does the p.e.c. grating for the geometry we 

have chosen. The parameter a' was deliberately chosen to cause the groo\·es to be 

very close to cutoff for the wa\·elength ). = O.iS pm. From our Case 1 results, we 

would expect a good conductor to perform better than the p.e.c. in producing the 

m = 1 beam. 

For Case 3, the uniform grating is replaced by a grating with a quadratic spatial 

variation of the groove depth designed to focus the incident TE beam. The grating 
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Figure 5.6: Power in the diffracted beam (m = 1 order) is measured by the idealized 
detector D2 in the far zone for a TE polarized incident beam as h varies from 0 to 
0.50 J.l m. Power at D2 is plotted versus h for 4 gratings with different conducting 
films (Ag, AI, Au, eu) and for a p.e.c. grating. 
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Figure 5.i: Power in the reflected beam (m = 2 order) is measured by the idealized 
detector Dl in the far zone for a TE polarized incident beam as h varies from 0 to 
0.50 Jl m. Power at Dl is plotted versus h for 4 gratings wit.h different conducting 
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period is uniform, A = 0.6045 Jl m, as well as the relative tooth size a' = 0.3065. 

The depth h of the grooves is given by 

(5.2) 

where ho = 0.2145Jl m is the depth of the center groove. The grooved region is 

located at the focal spot of the incident beam and runs the length of the incident 

beam in either direction from the center. The beam has a waist Wo = 4.68 Jl m and 

is normally incident on t,~e grating. Figure 5.8 shows the intensity on axis for the 

scattered beam for four metal thin films (Au, Ag, AI, eu) and a p.e.c. grating. 

These parameters were deliberately chosen to illustrate certain effects. We can see 

from the data that in this geometry the focal distances and focal intensities are 

different depending on the material used for the surface of the grating. The Silver 

and Gold layered gratings produce focused intensities that are greater than the 

perfectly conducting case by, respectively. 11.3% and 1.7%. The focal distances are 

slightly longer for these conductors than in the perfectly conducting case. Copper 

produces a focal intensity that is 5.0% lower than the perfectly conducting case; 

and Aluminum, which has a high imaginary component in its permittivity, produces 

a much weaker focal intensity that is 28.9% lower than the perfectly conducting 

case. In this case, as in the previous cases we have run. we find that the Aluminum 

film behaves like a lossy version of the p.e.c. grating whereas the noble metals, in 

some cases, outperform the p.e.c. grating in diffracting field energy in one or more 
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Figure 5.8: The on-axis intensities are produced with the FDTD simulation and the 
near field transform equation for a Wo = 4.68 Jl m, normally-incident TE Gaussian 
beam reflecting off a grating with a quadratic variation in groove depth. The 
horizontal axis is the distance along beam axis. Results for the four metallic films 
and a p.e.c. grating are shown. 
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angles. This can be explained by the fact that because the grooves are small, only 

a portion of the TE polarized energy can penetrate into the grating and acquire 

a quadratic phase shift. Most of the wave undergoes planar reflection and thus 

does not focus efficiently. The p.e.c. grating makes a poor focusing grating in this 

regime since it allows the least energy to propagate in the waveguided sections. By 

using realistic metals in this device that allow more of the energy to penetrate the 

grooves, we have actually improved the lens' focal properties. 

The corresponding TM grating is much more effective in refocusing the energy 

because it does not suffer from these TE cutoff effects. Figure 5.9 shows the inten

sity of the scattered beam along the propagation axis for the same geometry excited 

by a T~1 polarized source. All four metals and the p.e.c. case are presented. In 

each case, the TM beam focuses later, grows to a higher intensity, and falls off 

more rapidly than the corresponding TE beam. Because there is no cutoff for the 

TMo waveguide mode, more energy is allowed to propagate into the grooves. Thus, 

a larger portion of the phase front of the beam acquires a quadratic phase shift 

giving the scattered field more of a tendency to focus. In particular, comparing 

the TE behavior with the TM behavior, the focus increases by 29.6% for the Silver 

grating, by 32.1 % for the Gold grating, by 36.6% for the Copper grating, by i3.3% 

for the Aluminum grating, and by 68.5% for the p.e.c. grating after changing to a 

TM polarized wave. Furthermore. because the p.e.c. and Aluminum gratings do 

not suffer from having all the energy rejected from the grooves at the 1st order 
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Figure 5.9: The on-axis intensities are produced with the FDTD simulation and the 
near field transform equation for a Wo = 4.68 p. m, normally-incident TM Gaussian 
beam reflecting off a grating with a quadratic variation in groove depth. The 
horizontal axis is the distance along scattered beam axis. Results for the four 
metallic films and a p.e.c. grating are shown. 
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mode cutoff size, these gratings focus the beam more effectively then other cases. 

Figure 5.10 shows the time average Poynting's flux (8) calculated from the fields 

on the computational mesh for a TM polarized Gaussian beam incident on a Gold 

thin film grating. The grating is located vertically along the right hand side of 

figure 5.10 and the beam is initiated from its center. The scattered field region 

has been extended on the mesh several microns out from the scattered field/total 

field boundary on one side in order to show the beam gradually beginning to focus 

as it propagates away from the grating. Within the total field region (dotted line 

box) there is a collage of modal patterns due to the constructive and destructive 

interference between the incident and scattered beams. The energy in this region 

of the mesh is predominantly stored energy rather than power flow so the arrows 

representing the Poynting's flux were scaled up by a factor of 5 in order to make 

them more visible. In addition to scattering the beam, the non-perfectly c.onduct

ing layer transmits a small portion of the incident energy and allows it to leave the 

problem through the right hand side boundary. 

We have demonstrated that the FDTD technique can be used to model and 

study the interaction of an optical beam focused onto an optical grating coated 

with a thin metal film. Given the physical complexity of this class of problems, the 

FDTD method is both an efficient and an accurate means of obtaining useful elec

tromagnetic field information. The grating geometry, type of film, and input beam 

cross section and angle can be easily modified making this method very versatile. 
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Figure .j.l0: The time average Poynting's flux (S) is produced with the FDTD 
simulation for a Wo = 4.68 p. m, normally-incident TM Gaussian beam reflecting off 
a grating with a quadratic variation in groove depth. The source initiates the beam 
from a vertical aperture in the center of the mesh and is driving it to the right. 
The vectors show direction and the darkness of the shade implies the magnitude 
of the power flow. A dotted line box denotes the boundary between the total and 
scattered fields. The film in this case is Gold. 
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With the improvements made in chapter 3 to the general FDTD technique, we have 

added speed and accuracy to these simulations, especially in the cases where the 

layer on the surface of the structure is a noble metal. In these cases we have shown 

that the complex refractive index of the material causes a significant change in the 

predicted performance of the reflection grating. The technique is ideal for model

ing other geometries involving surface irregularities and complex materials as well, 

such as those encountered in the design of optical storage disks. The approach has 

been validated with direct comparisons with the results generated by a standard 

mode-matching method. 
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One application for which our FDTD approach has proven to be very useful is 

in the modeling of rewritable optical storage disks [37]. The preformat features 

on the disks (pits and grooves) are continually being made smaller in attempts 

to increase the density of information storage. While it is definitely possible to 

have tracking formats features that are sub-wavelength in size and still perform 

well, precise design parameters become a critical issue. Therefore, in modeling 

these devices, a complete and accurate simulation of the head-media interface is 

important. 

Commercial optical disk readers use a focused laser source (>. = .685 p.m or 

.780 p.m) to locate a specific track on the disk. A lens included as part of the 

read head is used both to focus the read beam onto the surface of the disk and 

to collimate the parts of the scattered field pattern that are within the spectrum 

of angles allowed by its numerical aperture (N.A.). The intensity pattern of this 

reflected beam is measured with optical detectors; it is used to determine the 

placement of the head. A typical optical disk is a multiple thin layered structure 

that includes a magneto-optic recording layer above a highly conducting layer. The 
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disks are typically 5 1/4 inches in diameter and are constructed on an injection 

molded polycarbonate substrate. 

Placement of the head is controlled by a sensitive servo system which relies on 

the tracking signals produced by the detector system. Subwavelength groove-like 

features are placed on the surface of the disk to facilitate tracking of the beam. 

Because the bit density on a re-writable optical disk is limited by the tolerance of 

the tracking system, tracking features should be designed to be as small as possible 

yet large enough to convey an adequate amount of information to the scattered field 

pattern. A well designed system then allows the read head to be positioned with a 

high degree of precision and, thus, allows the bits to be stored closer together. 

The whole rational behind modeling the disk numerically is to improve the den

sity of data storage without building multiple prototype disks. It is one way to find 

improved format features, i.e., ones which can be made smaller without decreas

ing the tracking signal strength. Since it has been shown that scalar models and 

models that treat only perfectly conducting materials are not adequate to describe 

the experimentally observed polarization dependence of push-pull tracking error 

signals for general design studies [10] [11] [38], there is a need for a vector simulator 

incorporating realistic material modeling. An approximate grating-diffraction vec

tor treatment of the problem has been presented [10], and the boundary element 

method has been applied to the disk scattering problem for perfectly conducting 

and dielectric materials [12] [13]. However, up until now, an exact treatment of 
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the problem for real materials has not been presented. Unlike previous solutions, 

the FDTD solution to the vector Maxwell's equations allows for a finite beam, an 

arbitrary groove profile, and multi-layer coatings of complex refractive index. 

The modeling of the surface is well suited to the hybrid approach that we have 

developed. Because all the features in the interaction region are small, an accurate 

representation of the geometry becomes important. The geometry fits into a rect

angular region with the long side of the rectangle being parallel to the disk surface. 

This provides an aperture on which the incident beam can be generated and the 

fields in the near field can be sampled. By using the Fourier transform techniques 

presented in Chapter 3, we have been able to greatly reduce the computational size 

of the problem. This allows for many more design iterations to be performed on a 

single design aspect than could have been made otherwise. 

The problem geometry is shown in figure 6.1. To cast this problem into an 

FDTD simulation format, a small region of the disk where the beam interacts with 

the surface is discretized. Within this region the layers of the disk are characterized 

by their complex refractive indices. For the cases where the imaginary component 

of the refractive index is larger than the real component we model the material 

using the time domain Lorentz model 1.8. At the bottom edge and along both 

sides of the simulation region the material is truncated with a material of the same 

refractive index found immediately above the disk. This free region, extending 

six cells past the other materials, is truncated with the radiation condition. The 
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Figure 6.1: The problem geometry for the optical disk. The dashed box encom
passes the numerical simulation region. The detector is split in the center so that 
a differential signal may by generated from the scattered field. 
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remaining details of the problem setup are identical to the grating simulations 

presented in Chapter 5. 

A power detector that is located in the far zone of the interaction region is split 

symmetrically with respect to the axis of the return beam, i.e., with respect to the 

normal of the disk surface. To simulate the signals generated by the split detector in 

a conventional push-pull tracking scheme, the two halves of the far field distribution 

are integrated from the center of the aperture to the maximum acceptance angle 

of the objective lens, giving the detected signals SI and S2' A scan of one period 

of the disk profile is generated by incrementing the placement of the focused beam 

across the surface and recording the signals at each step. At the end of the scan, 

the simulated track crossing signal (TCS), track error signal (TES), and differential 

track error signal (dTES) are calculated from these parameters: 

TCS 
{51 + 52}mar - {51 + 52}min 

(6.1) - {51 + 52}mar 

TES 
{51 - S2}mar - {51 - 52}min 

(6.2) -
{51 + 52}maz 

dTES - [{51 - 52} 1 [{SI - S2} 1 
{51 + S2} mar - {SI + 52} min 

(6.3) 

A lens with an N .A. of .53 is located in the farfield to capture the energy scattered 

by the shapes on the surface of the disk. The collection angle (half-angle), adjusted 

for the fact that up to this point the scattered fields have propagated entirely in 

poly carbonate, is given by 
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N.A. = 1.590 sin (9mcu). (6.4) 

Thus, we calculate the maximum angle of detection to be 9mcu = 19.47°. Angu

lar components of the scattered beam beyond this point are not added into the 

values for 81 and 82, This aspect of the simulation has been somewhat idealized 

by neglecting any refraction effects that arise from the glass/air interface and by 

assuming that all light reaching the lens within the specified collection angle is seen 

by one or the other half of the split detector. 

Figure 6.2 depicts the surface of a polycarbonate substrate imaged using an 

atomic force microscope (AFM, solid line). The profile is represented in discrete 

subsections, 2.85 nm in size, which coincides with the rectangular mesh used in 

the FDTD model. The raised areas are referred to as grooves; the fiat bases to the 

grooves are referred to as lands. These features are represented as closely as possible 

within the limits of our highest discretization (A/240). In addition to the AFM scan, 

a simulation based on a Gaussian approximation to the groove profile (dashed 

line) is included for purposes of comparison. To confirm the predictions of the 

FDTD model, this substrate was coated with a conventional Tb-Fe-Co quadrilayer 

magneto-optical recording stack [6]. 

Tracking servo signals were measured for this 1.15 p.m track pitch disk using a TE 

(polarization parallel to the grooves) polarized ISO standard tester (>. = .685 I'm, 

N A=.55, and spot FWHM = 0.68 p.m). The resulting measurements and calculated 
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Figure 6.2: A model of the optical disk surface, 1.15 pm track pitch. The AFM scan 
and the Gaussian approximation to the groove profile are shown for comparison. 
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Figure 6.3: The far field intensity pattern for the TE polarization cases in which 
the beam is focused on the groove and the beam is focused on the land. A direct 
comparison is made between a profile from an AFM scan and a profile from its 
approximation by a Gaussian curve. 
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Measured Calculated Calculated 
(AFM Scan) (Gaussian) 

TCS 0.386 0.365 0.394 

TES 0.670 0.698 0.702 

dTES 0.879 0.908 0.925 

Table 6.1: Comparisons of FDTD optical disk simulation with experiment. TE 
Polarization. 

results are shown in table 6.1. Figure 6.3 shows the far field patterns using the 

AFM geometry (solid lines) and the Gaussian approximation (dashed lines) when 

the beam is centered on the groove and on the land region of the profile. Clearly, 

the predictions of this 2D FDTD model accurately describe the push-pull tracking 

error signals for TE polarization for a realistic groove geometry and thin-film stack. 

The influence of groove depth on the tracking signals TCS and dTES have 

also been investigated. The response curves in figures 6.4 - 6.6 were generated 

by scanning the read beam across grooves of successive depths. The experimental 

results were measured using a jig on an optical bench that emulated the source 

and detector arrangement of a commercial optical disk reader. Data was taken 

from two different prototype disks, each with a groove that started at a shallow 

depth near the center of the disk and got progressively deeper out towards its edge. 

For this numerical comparison study, AFM scans of the disks were not available. 

Therefore, we approximated the grooves using a Gaussian curve truncated at the 

lie points, and we set the distance between these points to be the groove width 
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Figure 6.4: The values for the TCS signals are presented as a function of groove 
depth. Calculations made using the FDTD method are plotted along with measured 
data. The disk has a track pitch of A = 0_9 p.m and a lIe groove width of G.W.= 
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G.W.= 0.45 p.m. Configuration 1 is a A = 0.9 p.m track pitch disk with a standard 

multilayer thin film stack. The bottom layer (side nearest to the source) is a 

85 nm region of lossy dielectric. Above this layer is the 26 nm thick magneto

optic recording layer. For this region the complex angle of the refractive index is 

greater than 45°, and can not be modeled using only f and fr. It can, however, be 

accurately represented in Maxwell's equations by equation 1.8. Between this layer 

and the highly conducting backing of the disk there is a 10nm thick transparent 

spacer layer, which has also been included in the simulation. The reader uses a ,\ = 

0.685 p.m source with a spot size for the focus on the disk of 0.65 p.m, measured from 

the center to the half intensity point (FWHM) of the beam. For this configuration, 

measurements for both polarization cases were made. Configuration 2 is identical 

in all respects except for the track pitch, which in this case is A = 1.15 p.m. Only 

the results for the TM polarized incident beam are available for configuration 2. 

The results of configuration 1 are presented in figures 6.4 and 6.5. For the 

TE polarization there is excellent agreement between the measured and calculated 

values for both the TCS and dTES signals. In addition, values of TE polarized 

dTES signals measured on the jig and values calculated by the FDTD method are 

very close. There is substantially more error between the measured and calculated 

TM dTES values values. However, both results do show the same trend in behavior. 

The TCS signal increases linearly over the range of measurements as the track 

grooves get deeper. On the other hand, the dTES signal is a maximum for a groove 
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depth in the neighborhood from 70 nm to 90 nm. The results of configuration 2, 

presented in figure 6.6, show substantially better agreement between numerics and 

experiment for a TM dTES signal. The TCS signal results for this case are, again, 

in close agreement. The TM dTES results show that a much higher dTES signal 

can be obtained with the A = 1.15 Jlm track pitch than with the A = 0.9 Jlm track 

pitch. The maximum TM dTES signal obtained with the larger track pitch is 0.89 

(calculated, 0.83 measured), and with the smaller track pitch is 0.49 (calculated, 

0.364 measured). 

In almost all the optical disk simulations that we ran, we found that the TE 

numerical cases showed better agreement to the corresponding experimental results 

than the TM numerical cases. We also found that the TM polarization was much 

more sensitive to subtle changes in the shape of the grooves than the TE polariza

tion. As a result, the accuracy of the TM numerical cases are highly dependent on 

the imaging method used to obtain the geometry, and the ability of the researcher 

to use his imaging equipment. The features of an optical disk are physically tiny, 

near the limit of what can be resolved adequately using atomic force microscopy 

in a commercial setting. Until better imaging equipment and techniques become 

widely available, the common optical disk designer will be unable to obtain the 

resolution that is theoretically possible using an AFM system. For now, our FDTD 

approach to the modeling of optical data storage disks is as accurate at reproducing 

experimental results as any other approach, if not more so, from a two dimensional 
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standpoint. The utility of modeling right now lies in the ability to predict trends 

and identify starting points from which to build prototype disks. This alone cre

ates a dramatic savings in both development costs and time. Moreover, as our 

imaging capability increases, so will the accuracy of the simulations. Addition

ally, it is expected that fully three dimensional simulations will further improve the 

comparisons between the numerical and experimental results. 
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Conclusion 

In this dissertation, enhancements to the FDTD solution of Maxwell's equations 

and applications of this approach to modeling optical devices were presented. A 

variety of realistic environments were stressed for which accurate material modeling 

was an issue. In order to apply this FDTD method to problems in the optical 

regime, models for the field/material interactions were first developed based on 

the physics of linear and nonlinear materials. Next, a way of driving an incident 

optical beam into the simulation region without including the incident beam into 

the scattered field was developed. This was accomplished by first assuming a field 

distribution in the focal region and then constructing the field solution along the 

borders of the mesh. The mesh was then segregated into total field and scattered 

field regions by the source plane so that the scattered field could be measured 

directly. Then, far field transforms were included to allow the overall computational 

region to be reduced to fit within the near field region and still produce scattered 

field patterns at a hypothetical detector location far outside the mesh. Having 

established these enhancements, we then applied the FDTD technique to a number 

of problems in the optical regime. 

We began with FDTD simulations of novel nonlinear corrugated optical waveg

uide beam steering and output coupling devices to showcase the linear and nonlinear 
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capabilities of our hybrid FDTD approach. Then, we modeled linear corrugated 

structures, beginning with metallic thin film diffraction gratings. We made compar

isons with known analytical results for perfect electric conducting (p.e.c.) devices 

and validated our FDTD approach with these simulations. We were able to show 

the (often dramatic) differences between using non perfectly conducting materials 

and using a p.e.c. in the simulation. A series of simulations involving realistic 

optical data storage disks was the final application. This application was especially 

interesting due to the fact that we were given real experimental data with which 

to make comparisons. 

There are a number of topics of practical interest which were not covered in the 

body of this dissertation but which will be discussed briefly here. Further research 

is needed into the development of a working three dimensional vector Maxwell 

solver that would encompass all the enhancements we have already put forth for 

the two dimensional approach. For applications in optical devices where a beam 

source is involved, such as diffraction gratings and optical data storage, a scattered 

field/total field formulation of an arbitrary three dimensional beam is necessary. 

The formal derivation resulting in equations 3.12 and 3.13 presented in Chapter 3 

for the back-propagation of a Gaussian beam is a good starting point from which 

to build a 3-D beam source. Moreover, t~,. vector Fraunhofer far field transform 

given by 3.53 could also be extended to th~ genera! c:t.ce ior the projection of a two 

dimensional aperture sampled in the near field zone onto a sphere in the far field 
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zone. This is analogous to the projection of the one dimensional aperture sampled 

in the near field zone of a two dimensional scatterer onto a cylinder, which was also 

presented in Chapter 3. For the 3-D case we would develop the far field transform 

using the Green's function given by 3.47 rather than 3.48. 

Three dimensional extensions to the existing material models presented in Chap

ters 1 and 2 would also be required to make the hybrid 3-D approach complete. 

Furthermore, one could implement additional models of material phenomena that 

become available with the additional degree of freedom. In particular, a class of 

materials having a property known as optical activity is frequently used as the 

storage media on optical disks. These materials are spatially dispersive, meaning 

that P and E have a nonlocal relationship. They also have the ability to convert 

energy between two polarizations. In many ways, spatial dispersion is analogous to 

the temporal dispersion developed in 1 and a model for this situation could be con

structed using the same FDTD premise. A model such as this would, for example, 

permit the numerical simulation to detect the bits written in the magneto-optic 

layer of an optical disk by distinguishing between two orthogonal polarizations in 

a three dimensional case. 

Additionally, there is much work yet to be done in the two dimensional case in the 

characterization of optical disks using the FDTD approach. The results presented 

thus far have mearly justified the FDTD approach as an alternative to the time 

consuming and wasteful practice of hit-and-miss prototype building. We are only 
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now beginning to put this model to practical use in designing improved tracking 

features. Currently, we are using this method to ascertain the optimal depth that 

should be used for the preformat pits. These pits, as opposed to grooves, contain 

information about a specific track and are not used in the tracking itself. Therefore, 

their influence on tracking signals should be as small as possible. By using the code 

that we have developed during this research, we have simulated the behavior of the 

read beam for a range of pit depths and have obtained a relationship between pit 

depth and tracking signals. Comparisons with experimental results are currently in 

progress. The response of the tracking signals can be similarly computed for many 

other disk parameters as well. 

Finally, although this technique is not a panacea for all problems involving 

optical devices, we feel that very often this hybrid FDTD modeling approach is 

fairly simple to implement, yet it provides the most rigorous solutions to these 

classes of optical problems to date. 
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Appendix A 

Scattering by a Perfectly Conducting Infinite Corrugated 

Surface 

In the case where a TE or TM plane wave is scattered by a p.e.c. surface with 

periodic rectangular grooves, a solution for the fields may be obtained by a mode

matching technique. The scattered field is expressed in terms of Floquet modes 

and the field generated within the grooves is expressed in terms of the appropriate 

waveguide modes for the polarization of the incident wave. At the surface of the 

structure, Z = 0, the two mode sets are coupled together via the electromagnetic 

boundary conditions on the transverse field components. More specifically, in the 

groove regions Etan and Htan are continuous functions at z = 0 and along the 

regions between the grooves Etan = 0 and Htan is not yet known. By equating the 

two regions it is possible to determine the modal coefficients for a finite number of 

modes and thus obtain a solution for the scattered field. 

Consider first the TM case. The electric field and the grating lie in the X, z plane 

and the magnetic field is polarized in y. There is no variation in the y direction, 

:1/ = o. The geometry, shown in figure A.I [30], contains rectangular corrugations 

of width w, depth d, and period A. The wave vector for an arbitrary incident plane 

wave is k = x kz - Y k1/. The fields in the region above the corrugation, z > 0, are 
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\ 

Figure A.l: Plane wave scattering by a periodic rectangular corrugation surface. 
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expressed in terms of the incident field and a Floquet expansion of the scattered 

field. For a TM polarized incident wave with a unity magnitude magnetic field, 

ii = y{e-iksZdkzZ + f: Rne-iksZe-flrze-ikznZ} 
n=:-oo 

(A.l) 

where 

(A.2) 

The incident wave vector component in the x direction is kz = ko sin (OJ). The x 

component of the electric field is derived straightforwardly from Maxwell's equa-

tions 

(A.3) 

In the region below the sudace, z < 0, and within the groove the magnetic field and 

the transverse electric field component each take the form of a series of terminated 

waveguide modes. 

ii - y E Gm cos C:'1r [x - ;]) cos (k~ [z + dJ) (AA) 

Ez = E (-~~1!!) Gm cos C:'1r [x - ;]) sin (k~ [z + dJ) (A.5) 

where 
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(A.6) 

Across the z = 0 boundary we match the expressions for WGfl and HtGfl in both 

regions. Two sets of equations are generated, both containing all the coefficients 

for the fields above and below the surface 

00 

e-ikz:t: + L Rne-ikz:t:e-i21jf1:t: 
n=-oo 

- ~ Gm cos C: [x - ;]) cos (k!~d) 
(A.7) 

00 

kze-ikzz - L kznRne-ikzze-i'l1Jf:t: 
n=-oo 

- E (ik!~) Gmcos (~[x _ W]) 
n=O W 2 

sin (k!~d) . (A.8) 

In this form it is difficult to solve for the coefficients. However, by applying orthog-

onality relationships to these equations we remove the x dependency, decouple the 

equations, and reduce the problem to one that can be solved as a linear system of 

equations. First, both sides of A.7 are multiplied by the term 

cos (~ [z - ;]) 

and integrated over the region of the groove. Next, equation A.8 is multiplied on 

both sides by the term 
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and integrated over the entire period. The indicies I and p are integers. The region 

of integration for the right hand side of A.8 is reduced from the interval [-~, ~] to 

the interval [-~,~] since the boundary conditions specify that E~ = 0 along the 

surface in the intervals -~ < ::c < -~ and ~ < ::c < ~. The result is the following 

set of decoupled equations 

G, cos (k}~)d) ~ (1 + 8lO ) (A.9) 
n=-oo 

= fo (i1:!) Gmsin (k~d) I:' (A.IO) 

where I::: represents the integral 

/ TM -1~ j(kz+2!!!!.)~ (m1r [ W]) d - e· A cos - ::c-- ::c 
nm _~ W 2 ' 

2 

(A.H) 

and (1:::)- is its complex conjugate. The solution to A.H for the case where 

(A.I2) 

There are three special cases for this integral corresponding to the denominator 

equaling zero. The solutions for each case are given in table A.I below. 

The final step in reducing A.9 and A.IO proceeds in one of two ways; a single 

matrix equation can be written for either the solution to the Gm's or for the solution 
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Case ]TM 
nm 

:"'=O&kz+2~=O w 

(r:) + (kz+ 2~) = 0 !f(_j)m 

(r:) - (kz + 2~) = 0 !f(j)m 

Table A.l: Special solutions to the TM mode-matching integral. 

to the Rn's. Proceeding with the first approach, the coefficients for the field within 

the grooves are obtained by substituting A.lO into A.9 to obtain the following 

linear system of equations for the Gm's. Finally, the linear system of equations to 

be solved is given by 

(A.13) 

where we have defined the quantity 

00 ·k(2) 

QTM = ~ } Zm ]TM(]TM)* 
ml L..J Ak nm nl 

n=-oo zn 
(A.14) 

The scattered field coefficients R" can then be obtained by reusing A.lO. 

With a sufficient number of terms in the sums, equation A.13 will generally 

give acceptable accuracy. In some cases, however, the nth order diffracted wave 

will be a surface wave with kz.a = o. If this occurs the term Q!,,': blows up and a 

solution to the fields can not be obtained from A.13. An alternative approach is 

to substitute A.9 into A.lO to obtain a system of equations for the Rn coefficients. 
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This approach is generally not as efficient since it produces a matrix that must be 

twice as large as in the previous approach in order to obtain the same number of 

coefficients. It does, however, recover the kzn = 0 case. The linear system to be 

solved with this approach is now produced by the expression 

00 

E (p;M + kznbpn)Rn = kz - p;:' (A.15) 
n=-oo 

where we have defined the quantity 

(A.16) 

Unfortunately, this approach fails for half-wave gratings (k~~d = (m + !)1r ; m = 

0, ±1, ±2 ... ). Nonetheless, an appropriate combination of the two approaches 

provides for an algorithm that can produce the desired field coefficients in all cases 

of interest to us. 

The formalism applied to a TM polarized wave also applies to a TE polarized 

wave. For this case we let E be polarized in the y direction and jj be polarized in 

the X, z plane. The matrix equation involving the Gm coefficients is 

(A.17) 

where we have defined the quantities 
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Case JTE 
nm 

(:1r) + (kz + 2~) = 0 ~ (_j)m+1 

(:1r) _ (kz+ 2~) =0 ~ (j)m+1 

Table A.2: Special solutions to the TE mode-matching integral. 

QTE = ~ kzn (JTE)_JTE 
mp L..J A nm np 

n=-oo 

JTE 1~ e!°(k +~)z. (m1r [ W]) d = Z A sIn - x - - x. 
nm _!!!. W 2 

2 
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(A.IS) 

(A.19) 

The solution to A.19 is given by the following equation except in the case where 

the denominator is zero. 

TE 2(~) {jSin([kz+ 2~n]~) m=2,4,6 ... 
1 - w 

nm - k 21rn 2 _ !!!!. 2 21m W 
( Z + A) ( W ) cos ([ kz + T] "2) m = 1,3,5 ... 

(A.20) 

When the denominator of A.20 is zero the solutions to I:! are listed in table A.2 

above. 

Equations A.13, A.15, and A.17 are pseudo analytical tools which allow us to 

explore the behavior of various diffraction efficiencies for a plane wave scattering 

from a corrugated surface over a range of values in the grating parameters w, 

d, and A. By systematically varying two of the parameters while leaving one 
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parameter fixed and simultaneously recording an observable quantity produced by 

the scattered field we obtain a response surface for that quantity. The source and 

detector configurations used for these simulations are identical to those used for the 

series of FDTD runs presented in Chapter 5. This means that the incident wave 

impinges at an angle of (Ji = 19.5° and the detectors in the far field are arranged 

in the differential detector configuration. The fixed parameter is A = 1.5A and the 

remaining two parameters, d and w, are allowed to float. In this configuration only 

the -1 and 0 order beams are detected by the Dl and D2 detectors. Equation A.13 

can be used since our choices of (Ji and A preclude the presense of a surface wave 

with kzn = O. It was found through repeated trials that by including 13 terms of 

Gm's and 35 terms of Rn's we produced solutions that had no dependence on the 

number of either term in all the cases that we ran. Figure A.2 is a TM response 

surface fer the differential signal S for the fixed period A. The variation in width is 

presented in terms of duty cycle a = (A - w}/A in order to be consistent with the 

simulations presented in Chapter 5. The results of the mode-matching calculation 

show that the choice of parameters used in the FDTD grating simulations are nearly 

optimal for producing rapid switching of the signal S from -1 to 1 as the grating 

duty cycle decreases from .6 to .5. 

A second response curve shown in figure A.3 is generated for fixed A and d 

while wand (Ji are varied. The range in (Ji is kept small in order to simulate the 

incident angles that would be contained in a broad waisted beam. Nonetheless, a 
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0.025 "-............ ~;....,...,.... ..... "'"""....,~,...,.-..,.... ......... ,..........,~ ... 
17.01 18 19 20 21 22 

Incident angle in degrees 

Figure A.2: The response surface is generated for the differential signal S for vari
ations in grating depth d and duty cycle a. The incident wave is a TM polarized 
plane wave incident at 19.5° degrees and the scattered field is a combination of 
plane waves at ±19.5°. The differential signal is obtained from the difference of 
the intensities in the modes normalized by the sum of the intensities. This data is 
produced by the mode-matching technique. 
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Figure A.3: The response surface is generated for the differential signal S for vari
ations in grating duty cycle a and the incident angle (Ji of a TM plane wave. The 
depth of the grooves is fixed at d = >../4. The range in (Ji is small enough that the 
scattered field is still a combination of plane waves at roughly ±19.5°. 
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finite beam contains plane waves with a range of incident angles centered about 

(Ji. This result shows that in the regime where the FDTD simulation were run the 

differential signal has a strong dependence on incident angle and this dependence 

is strongest for angles near (Ji = 19.5°. Thus, we conclude that using a plane 

wave approximation in this regime is insufficient to model accurately the scattering 

behavior of a finite Gaussian beam such as the Wo = 9.\ case in figure 5.5. This 

explanation applies to the apparent discrepancy between the FDTD and mode

matching results seen in this figure. 
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